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The Lottery Ticket.—Mr. Taylor, theUNITED STATES LEGISLATURE.
LEGISLATURE OF MAINE.
prosecutions be refunded their costs in trial,
: celebrated sailor preacher of Boston, once
------------------------------------ ----- -------------where they are not proved to be guilty.
IN SENATE.
I related the following anecdote. — A poor wo- TWENTY-SIXTH CONGRESS.......... FIRST SESSION.
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
TUESDAY, JAN. 21.
. Mr. Haines of. Readfield was excused
JAMES K. REMICH.
| man, who had once seen better days, was
MONDAY, JAN. 20.
An order came from the House, referred i Prorn servrn£ on the committee that have
Office nn the Main-street-opposite the Meeting-House. 1 finally compelled, by the intemperance of
The
bill
for
the
armed
occupation
of
-------Uiuivu
wviupatiuiJ
VI
under consideration
the petition of Win.
on, the
..........
TERMS OF THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
j her husband, to resort to the wash-tub to i Florida was read a third time and passed, to
.. the
. committee
.
.. Judiciary,
, ,r ,allowing ..........
Two dollars per annum, if paid within the year.— ¡earn a scanty subsistence for herself and yeas 26, nays
....... 15. ’* Mr. Proton opposed
.mern^rnage of wlme and black people i Vance: and Mr. Kimball of Lyman was
Interest will be charged on all subscriptions which
substituted.
remain unpaid at the expiration of the year. No children. At length, however, heart-broken its passage.
Mr. Hammat presented an order that a
Mr.
Bradley
moved
to
lay
the
same
on
paper discontinued, except at the option of the pub and destitute, she determined to purchase a
The Sub-Treasury bill was taken up and
Joint Select committee of seven be appoint
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
lottery ticket, with the hope that, .if she read. — After the 28 sections were read the table.
The publisher does not hold himself responsible for
Mr. Vose called for the yeas and nays, ed to inquire into the Land Agent’s ac
any error in any advertisement beyond the amount should be successful, her husband might through by the Clerk, Mr. Clay rose, and
which
were ordered, and were as follows : counts, as connected with the civil posse un
■charged for its insertion.
once more enter into business and become a made a powerful and animated speech ader his command, how much money he has
Yeas—1/.—Nays—7«
steady man. To her unspeakable joy, the gainst it. When he had closed, Mr. Walk
paid out, to whom it has been paid, for what
Legislation
deemed
inexpedient
—
on
the
MISCELLANEOUS.
ticket came up a prize of $10,0001 Frantic er obtained the floor, and moved an adjourn
purposes, and by what authority.
order
allowing
claims
for
bounty
on
wheat
The Hermit—A fable.—A pious hermit, she ran to her husband, and throwing her ment.
Resolve in favor of Amos Maddox of
and corn in the years 1837 and ’38. '
who lived in the solitude of the forest, far arms about his neck, said. 44 Oh my hus
Kennebunk, giving him $4 per month for
TUESDAY, JAN. 21.
from the noise of men, was once wandering band, now we shall be happy; now we
injuries sustained by his son, in the service
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 22.
Mr. Walker spoke at length in defence of
through the woods in pursuit of a few wild shall live as we once lived—1 have drawn a
The committee to which were referred of the State.
the sub-treasury bill.
On\*'Uon of Mr.
prize in the lottery.”
fruits and berries to make up his frugal meal. ■
sundry petitions on the subject of temper
44 Don’t be too sure of that, woman, said Buchanan, the bill was postponed to the
He heard a moaning in the grass, and look
THURSDAY, JAN. 23.
ance asked to be discharged irom the further
the
wretch,
looking
into
her
face
with
the
next
day.
and
some
unimportant
business
Petitions, fyc. presented and ref n ed—
ing down saw a fox, both of whose fore legs
consideration thereof,—which was granted.
was
transacted.
were broken, writhing like a snake on the utmost composure, 44 Don’t be too sure of
Subsequently the vote discharging the of Jacob Fish et als., for a new County by
ground, and apparently starving.—The good that ; for 1 found the ticket in your drawer
committee from further duty was reconsid the name of Mattanawcook ; of Elijah B.
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 22.
Stackpole et al., lor alteration of law rela
hermit was about to seek some food for (he and gave It to Mr.------ fora glass of rum !”
The sub-treasury bill was further debated ered and their report laid on the table.
tive to suits returnable before Justices of the
helpless creature, when an eagle appeared, The trapsition from sudden joy to sudden
by Mr. Buchanan, who made an able
Peace.
soaring high over head, and suddenly let a grief was so great that, no sooner bad he
THURSDAY, JAN. 23.
speech in support of it and by Mr. Clay in
Passed to be engrossed—Bill in favor of
fowl fall from his talons directly at the feet of concluded tha,n the unhappy woman drop
Bill for the removal of actions from one
reply, and also by Mr. Walker. No ques
the fox. The starved animal seized greedily ped at his feet, a lifeless corpse !”
County to another, having been twice read, Amos Maddocks.
tion was taken.
Report of the Conferees on the disagree
on the precious prize, and soon made a hearwas laid on the table.
An Independent Man is one who blacks
ing vote of the two Houses relative to the bill
1y meal on it. 44 Ah,’’ exclaimed the pious
his own shoes and boots, who can live with
THURSDAY, JAN. 23.
to promote the sale and settlement of the
■enthusiast,44 this is the finger of God. Why
FRIDAY, JAN. 24.
The Senate were in session seven hours,
out whiskey and tobacco, and shave himself
The report of the committee deeming leg public lands came from the Senate that body
did I distrust his providential care, and wan
with brown soap and cold waler, without a — from noon until seven in the evening. islation inexpedient on the question of ex accepting the same.
The report recom
der over hill and dale to seek lor my daily
The Sub-Treasury Bill was before the Sen
mirror, says a contemporary.
empting hay from attachment to support mends the recommitment of the bill with
food ? He who brought food to the mouth of
Agréât Man is one who can make his ate six of the seven.
steer or bull calves upon, came from the instructions to the committee to report it
this helpless animal, will surely never forget
The debate closed al 7 p. m., and the im
children obey him when they are out of his
House, that body having non-concurred with in a new draft. The House concurred.
his servant. Henceforth, I will take no
sight.
portant question was then put,—44 Shall the Senate in the acceptance of the same,
thought for my body’s sustenance, and trust
A Hospitable Man is never ashamed of the bill pass ?” An affirmative answer.— and voted to recommit. The Senate reced
FRIDAY, JAN. 24.
to his goodness, and devote all my time to
his dinner when you come to dine with him. 44 the bill has passed,” was soon announced ed, and recommitted with instructions to re
The petitions of Ebenezer Cobb and Ma
meditation.” True to his resolution, he
A good Wife exhibits her love for her from the chair, by the following vote—24 to port a Bill.
ry Cobb, for divorce, came back from the
returned to his cell, and neither plucked the
husband by trying to promote his welfare, 18 ; the same as on (he engrossment : —
Mr. Robinson introduced an order, that Senate, that body non-concurring the House
fruits that hung on the trees around him,
Ayes—Messrs. Allen, Benton, Brown, --------- — with such as the House may join, in referring the same to a Select Committee,
and by administering to his comfort.
swr went down to the brook to quench his
A poor Wife 44 dears” and 44 my loves” ’Buchanan, Clay of Alab., Fulton, Grundy, be a committee to inquire what deduction, if and referring to the Committee on the Judi
ithirsi. Three whole days he lived thus,
her husband, but would not sew a button to Hubbard, Pierce, Roane, Sevier, Smith of any, may be made in the salaries of officers ciary. The House receded and concurred.
-and wasting to a shadow, in the vain hope
Conn., Strange, Tappan, Walker, Williams who draw their pay from the State Treasury.
The Resolve for making valid the rec
his coat to keep him from freezing.
of a direct interference from Heaven. On
A sensible Wife looks for her enjoyment and Wright.
ords,
&c. of Dixmont, Monroe and Newbu
Mr. R. said he had no idea of cutting
the evening of the third day, just as he sunk
Nays. —Messrs. Betts, Clay of Ky., down the amount of any salary which was ry Union Society.
at home—a silly one abroad.
into a slumber, thunder rolled through the
Mr. Dane said that by a decision of the
A wise Girl would win a lover by prac Clayton, Crittenden, Davis, Dixon, Hen not evidently loo large, but there was a
cave, he saw a form of angelic beauty, and
ticing those virtues which secure admiration derson, Knight, Merrick, Nicholas, Phelps, whispering abroad, that some of our officers Supreme Court, the Legislature had no pow
heard a sweet but solemn voice that spoke
Prentiss, Preston, Robinson, Ruggles, Smith lived too much at their ease ; that they re er to grant new trials.
Hence it had been
when personal charms have failed.
thus :—44 Mortal, how feeble is thy under
decided
by
former
Legislatures,
that rights,
A simple Girl endeavors to recommend of Ind., White and Youn^.
ceived pay for a whole year’s service, when
standing ! could’st thou thus misinterpret
During the morning an important Mes the work to be done required not more than which might accrue to individuals, in con
herself by the exhibition of frivolous accom
the lesson contained in the eagle’s conduct ?
sage was sent to the two Houses of Congress one quarter of that time. He believed there sequence of the invalidity of town or other
Thou art not lame and helpless as was the plishments, and a mawkish sentiment which
in relation to the North Eastern Boundary. was an inequality in the salaries, and he records, could not be taken away by the le
is as shallow as hej mind.
fox, but art strong and active like the eagle
It came from the President of the United wished an investigation so that the compen gislative action, and that, therefore, all re
A
good
Girl
always
respects
herself,
and
that gave him food. Him thou wert to im
States in answer to the Resolutions of the sation might be made to correspond with the solves of the character of the present one,,
therefore possesses the respect of others.
itate, in going about and doing good to oth
Senators from Maine, and contains all the labor ; he was opposed to paying, in these could but encumber the Statutes book, as
ers ; forknow that idleness, even if accom
They had
Simple
—It is_ correspondence between the British Minis limes, money which was not earned.—Our they would have no effect.
t Remedy to Purify Water.
................
panied by constant prayer, is odious in the
That the
not so generally known as it ought to be, i ter> Mr. Fox, the Secretary of State, Mr. late Treasurer, in his Report, complains therefore ceased to pass such.
sight of the Almighty.”—N. F. Mirror..
that pounded alum possesses the property of Forsyth, and the Govern-jr of Maine. The that at an inauspicious moment, certain of members might deliberate upon the mat*
purifying water.— A large table spoonful of correspondence is in reference io the occu ficers were thrown upon the State Treasu ter, he moved that the subject be postponed
Literary diffidence.—-Men of genius are
pulverized alum, sprinkled into a hogshead pancy of a portion of the Maine disputed ry for their pay ; that it will be necessary till Tuesday next. The motion prevailed.
generail}' said to be diffident. Many of the
Upon the Resolve in favor of J. M. Smi
of water, (the water stirred round at the territory by British troops. Mr. Fox excu to take from the towns moneys appropriat
eccentricities of literary men are unquestion
ley, giving him $100 for injuries received in
time) will, after the lapse ofa few hours, by ses the act from the circumstantial evidence, ed to the use of schools.
44
The
school

ably affected, but this most certainly is not;
precipitating to the bottom the impure par which was nothing more than common ru master is abroad,” upon the promise of be the service of the State—
for no state of mind, except the conscious
Mr. Littlefield of Wells moved to amend,
ticles, so purify it, that it will be found to mor, that Maine intended to violate the a- ing paid, and if it is possible to retrench the
ness of guilt, is more painful, Rousseau
possess nearly all the freshness and clear greement made in March last, between the other expenditures of the State, let it be done. by striking out $100 and inserting $60—dreaded a conversation party. Addison was
ness of the finest spring water. A pailful Lieut. Governor of New Brunswick and the
Mr. Perkins liked the views of the Sena and, being called upon by Mr. Allen for his
pronounced ungraceful in company. It was
containing four or five gallons, may be pu Governor of Maine, through the agency of tor in most of their bearings. As a subject reasons, remarked, that this was about the
one of (he earliest and strongest symptoms
General Scott.
This rumor Mr. Fox of general inquiry, the order was very prop first of a thousand cases which had come
rified by a single tea spoonful.
of Cowper’s insanity. Dugald Slewart has
thinks is corroborated by Governor Fair er ;—but he supposed that the gentleman before the committee, and he thought $60
given an elegant explanation of this fact.
Clerical Anecdote.—Old parson W., of field’s recent message to the Legislature’ of had some particular cases in mind when he would be sufficient.
After all, one of the strongest causes of the
A motion that it be laid on the table
Bristol county, Mass., related the following Maine. Mr. Forsyth of course considers introduced the order, and he (Mr.,P.) should
difficulty among superior minds may per
anecdote of himself. He wished to address the act of marching British troops perfectly like to know a little more fully wli&t ones prevailed.
haps be found in the character of ordinary
every portion of his flock in a manner to inexcusable, and he pronounces it an infrac were meant, and where the inquiry tended.
conversation. They know that a fine way of
The Small Pox.—The committee of the
impress them most deeply, and accordingly tion of the agreement between the two gov If no particular cases had come to the
expressing sounds, without regard to the agave notice that he would preach separate ernments. Mr. Fox says in reply that he knowledge of the Senator, where the sala legislature, on the subject of the Small Pox,
mount of thought they convey, is the con
sermons, to the old, to young men, to young has asked the advice of his government. ry was too large, there was no ground for has made a report, in which they make a
versation a la mode. They cannot mingle
statement of facts, tending to strengthen,
women, and to sinners.
At the first ser Mr. Forsyth rejoins that he feels confident the inquisition.
freely in conversation parties, in fine, with
if possible, the proofs of the efficacy of
mon his house was full,—but not one aged the British government will consider the
Mr. Robinson replied briefly— disclaimed
out the consciousness of stooping to tastes
vaccination, as a protection against the
possession
a
violation
of
the
agreement
and
person was there.
At the second, to
having meant any particular individual — but
and artifices which they despise, and in
young men, every lady of the parish was command the withdrawal of the troops. for sake of an instance would refer to Regis dangers of Small Pox, and against the gen
which they know their very superiority will
They con
The correspondence ters of Probate and County Attorneys. All eral spread of that disease.
present, and but few of those for whom it So ends the matter.
make them appear awkward. The, discus
was intended. At the third, a few young between the Secretary of State and the Brit he asked was the investigation, and it would sider general vaccination the only proper
sion of literary topics requiring an exertion
ladies attended, but the aisles were crowded ish Minister, though respectful and dignified, benefit the State, he doubted not, while no remedy against the spread of the disease ;
■of thought, would not be found incongeaia!
and they are accordingly opposed to the re
betrays some feeling. A very little breeze
w ith men of genius. A mode of excusing with young men. And, at the fourth, ad would fan the embers to a blaze. Rumour one would be wronged.
enactment of the law, which made it the du
dressed to sinners, not a solitary individual
The
order
was
then
passed,
and
Messrs.
them more flattering to the world has gener
was there, except the sexton and the organ even now speaks of discord, bitterness, &c. Robinson, Hammond and Bradley were ap ty of boards of health to remove persons
ally been adopted, but if I should judge
affected with small pox, to hospitals pre
ist. 4 So,’—said the old parson,—4 I found but without the least show of authority. Five pointed the Committee.
from the conversation of many examples, I
pared for their reception.
They intimate
that every body came to church to hear his thousand extra copies of the Message were
Petitions
presented
and
referred
—
of
Wil

should think this statement most correct.
their opinion, founded, we think, on the best
neighbors scolded, but no one cared to be ordered to be printed.
liam King et als. praying aid in behalf of
Rousseau ascribes his diffidence in conver
grounds, that to grant to any board of pub
spoken of himself?
Waterville College • of Selectmen of San
sation to this cause.— Weekly Magazine.
lic officers, the power of taking our wive®
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
ford, for just portion of Surplus Revenue.
and children from their homes, separating
Turning the Tables. —In one of our ex
SATURDAY, JAN. 18.
Extraordinary Property in Shadows.— change papers, it is said that an excellent
them from our care, and delivering them oThe abolition debate occupied the entire
An eminent living geometer had proved by woman, the mother of five children, who had day. Mr. Slade, whose speech was inter
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
ver to strangers, is one for which, con
calculations, founded on strict optical princi been made a widow by the devil and rupted by the adjournment on Friday, took
sidering the means of protection against the
TUESDAY, JAN. 21.
ples, that in the centre of the shadow . of a the grog-dealer combined, had a bill similar the floor in the morning, and occupied it,
Mr. Prince of Backfield, introduced an inroads of the disease which the community
small circular plate or metal, exposed in a to the following sent to her a few weeks without concluding till 4 P. M. when he order directing the committee on Finance now possess, there would be no justification^
dark room, to a beam of light emanating fsom after her husband’s demise :
was again cut short by adjournment, to re to report a bill directing a State tax of The committee propose no other change
a small brilliant point, there ought to be no
sume again on Monday.
$60,000.
of the existing laws, on the subject, than to
4
Mr.
------to
J.
-------,
Dr.
darkness—in fact, no shadow at that place ;
On motion of Mr. Ca»ey the order was repeal so much of the law of 1838, as dis
For
refreshments,
at
different
but on the contrary, a degree of illumina
MONDAY, JAN. 20.
so amended as to require the committee to penses with the obligation of householders
times,
$8 31?
tion precisely as bright as if the metal plate
Mr. Slade concluded his speech on the inquire into the expediency of such a mea and physicians, to notify the proper author
As
an
offset
to
the
above
bill,
the
lady
were away. Strange, and even impossible
abolition subject, and Mr. Garland, of Vir sure.
ities of all cases of small pox coming to their
as this conclusion may seem, it has been presented the following clincher :
ginia, having obtained the floor, the House
On motion of Mr. Otis it was further a- knowledge, as required by previous laws.
put to trial, and »found to be perfectly cor
4 To eight weeks’ confinement to my bed, adjourned.
Boston Dai. Adv*
mended, by striking out the words 44 of $60,in consequence of an injury I received from
rect.
000.” The order was then passed.
my unfortunate husband, while under the
TUESDAY, JAN. 21.
Mr. Andrews, from the committee on EAnother Cure.—We understand that Dr,
Elegant Compliment. — When Fontenelle influence of your liquor, $48. To sundry
A rule for regulating the subject of abo lections, made a report accompanied by a Baxley has performed a 3d cure of clubfoot
*was ninety-seven years of age, he happened breakages by him, while in the same state, lition petitions and resolutions was further Resolve declaring George Small to be duly the last case being that of a young lady of 19?
to be in company with the young and beau $20.—To maintenance of me and my fami debated by Mr. Garland, Mr. Butler and elected from the district composed of Abbot, with both feet very badly deformed.
tiful Madame Helvétius, who had been mar ly for seven successive months, $228. Total Mr. Dromgoole. The previous question, &c. The Report was accepted, so far as to
ried but a few weeks. Fontenelle was al $292.
on the proposition of Mr. Wise, was taken bring the Resolve before the House, when
Fire.—We are sorry to learn that a Cot
ways a great admirer of beauty, and he had
N. B. Ifyou think this not a sufficient and not sustained ; yeas 98, nays 99Mr. Barker of Exeter, moved to strike out ton Factory, in Lisbon, in this State, was
Been paying this.bride many compliments, offset, there are certain expenses for the bu
Mr. Adams obtained the floor and offer the name of George Small, and insert that wholly destroyed by fire, on Monday morn
as refined as they were gallant. W’hen the rial of my murdered husband, and if that ed an amendment, but before making his of Simeon Safford.
ing last.
Loss estimated at $30,000.—
guests were sitting down to the table, how fails, ask your conscience, if you have any, speech in support of it, he gave way for a
The amendment was adopted, yeas 116, Whether the building was insured or notj
ever, he passed her, and set himself down, if you are not guilty of murder.
motion to adjourn.
we are not informed.—Argus.
nays 50.
without perceiving her. 1 See, now,’ said
An exchange paper says, i on a casual
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 22.
Madame Helvetius, 4 what dependence is
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 22.
A country greenhorn, after being joined
The resolution to regulate the disposition
to be put in all your fine speeches ; you view of the world, it appears as if there
Petitions of Ebenezer Cobb and of Mary in the chains of wedlock, wag as]$e,d by one
pass on before without looking at. me !’ were a great number of souls originally of abolition petitions, and an amendment to Cobb for Divorce were referred to a Joint Se of the guests, a friend, if he had paid the
4 Madame,’ said the gallant old man—4 if made, and destined for human bodies ; but it offered by Mr. Adams, were debated du lect Committee, consisting on the part of the parson ; to which he replied, 4 Oh, no ! but
I had stopped to look at you, 1 should nev that in the distribution of them, some got ring the day’s session, by Mr. Adams and House, of Messrs. Fessenden, Kimball of he’s owing father for a peck of beans, and
Mr. Alford of Georgia. Mr. Hunt of New- Gilead, Bennett of Parsonsfield, Barrows of we’ll make a turn of it?
three or four, and some none at all?
er have passed on?
York, obtained the floor and the House ad Camden, and Foss of Buxton
The gallantry of the understanding lies
The committee on the Judiciary was direct
The politeness of the understanding con journed.
Every man has assurance enough to
in saying insinuating things after an agreea sists in inventing obliging things with deli
ed to inquire into the expediency of provi- boast of his honesty, but no one has impu
Judge White has been honored with a pub
ble manner.
cacy.
lic dinner by the whig members of Congress. i ding by law, that defendants m criminal dence enough to boast of his understanding.
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was the last one not on fire.

It was a bale of cotton, and the other
. on the wheel i

L, I :G1S L ÁTÜRE ÒF M AINE.

very snug square bale. It was about lour ¡house. J supposed Captain Manchester
FOREIGN NE W S
(proceedings continued from first page.]
feet long by three feet wide, and a foot was on the bale, but from what Captain
IN SENATE.
THE
LEXINGTON.
‘
Aided
by
one
of
the
Comstock
said
yesterday,
it
could
not
be
The arrival of the packet ship Quebec,
and a half thick,
SATURDAY, JAN. 25.
An inquest has been setting in New- firemen, I put the ’bale
1
*1, ¡thedase.
Capt. Manchester was picked
Capt. Hebbard, at New York, brings
upon the rail,
|
The Resolve in favor of Amos Maddocks
London dates to Dec. 16, and Portsmouth York for several days, and was still in ses- round which we took a turn ; slipped the . up, but I was in the cabin at the time—was
I sion at the last dates from that city, on bale down below the guard, when we both ' below when the other was picked up. was twice read and laid on the table.
to 17th.
Petition presented and referred-—ot
The Liverpool Cotton market was firm the bodies of a number of the sufferers on got on to it. We got on to the bale be They were both picked up within half an
I
Many particu- fore we lowered it.
—4000 bags were sold at previous prices, (board
of the rovino-ton.
Lexington.
The boat then lay . hour. When brought on board, Captain People’s Bank, Bangor, for extension of an
r
■"* *
z-x ««r e»
» zl bars
1 - „ 2in relation
»1 4
4to
z*\ tthe
Li O Vi
C
The
Queen5’s marriage, 2itA •is now
said,
boat
and the disas- I broadside to the wind, ----— under
------- Manchester was pretty much exhausted ; act dated March 21, 1838.
and we- were
will take place early in February.
’ ter have been elicited m the course of the 1I fhe
f tthe
he (,
oat, on the larboard side
the Jee
lee o
of
boat,
side. Smith seemed better.
Passed to be engrossed. — Resolve au
They put them
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__ Newport
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the mass of evidence yyg placed ourselves on each end oi the. both to bed.. Smith was a fireman, and thorizing the Treasurer of State to procure
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1 investigation.
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Apprehensions
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following
extracts
from
the
testimony
j i on the bale, it remained about one third |
They continued to cruise about 3 hours
1Q,
2A. ppi
r- V. -W
»V llJ£S
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the London Herald.
1 -- 1 ' ’ savoui Ml
oftHJV
(ie Water. The
(longer, and then returned to the harbor of an order relative to repealing an act estab
> MW wind was
- pretty |
i vui
entertained of a powerful
------- and desperate
*
,’ Capt.
-■ Hilliard, one of the individuals
attempt to rescue the chartist prisoners!
prisoners: ed,
ed, and
and who
who appears
appears to
to have
have been
been perper- fresh, and we drifted at the rate ofabout' Southport. In the meantime they had luhing the County of Aroostook.
a knot and a half. We did not lash our-' picked up two dead bodies—one of them
Leave, to withdraw.—on petition of EdThe
Vindicator,
fectly
self-possessed
through
the
appalling
on trial at Monmouth.
1 he
_i.+1
'''iscene> It will therefore be read with selves to the bale, but coiled the rope up( was on a pin of the wheel house and the ward Kent et als. for fortifications on Pea Chartist paper, has openly advised
the
When j| nobscot
nobscot river ; of William Vance l<»r
for divorce ;
assassination of witnesses, in order to pre much interest, giving as it does, apparent and laid it on the top of the bale. My other on a piece of the wreck.
ly, the most accurate account of the disas companion did not like the idea of leav-’ we were about half way from the wreck to i of John Gray et als. to change shire town of
vent a conviction of the prisoners.
the
ter.
ing
__ boat immediately, but wished to Southport, the steamboat Nimrod over-i Somerset County ; of Nelspn Savage ethals.,
From Canton. — A letter from the U. S.
We took supper about six o’clock. I hold on to the guards.
I determined to took us, and I went on board of her. She I that the several towns in Piscataquis C‘»unConsul at Singapore, dated Sept. 28, stales think that the supper occupied from half get out of the way, believing that to re was bound into Bridgeport—we arrivedJ ' ty be set back to the Counties to which
that the latest advices from Macao were to to three quarters of an hour.
main there much longer it would become there in about three quarters of an hour,• they belonged.
Aug. 27. The British had all retired to
It was about an hour after supper that pretty hot quarters. We according shov
MONDAY, JAN. 27.
One of the Lexinglon’s boats has been
the shipping for safety, the Chinese striving I heard the alarm of fire. I was then on ed the hale along round the stern.
The
Finally prism?—Resolve authorizing the
to possess themselves of some British sub the point of turning in. I had my coat moment we had reached the stern we leit found drifted ashore at Stone Brook harbor
(
Commissioners ot Aroostook to bor
ject, to punish for the death of some Chinese and boots off. I think my berth was No. the boat, and drifted away about a knot & with four bodies in her. They were identi- County
,
money.
killed by the opium smugglers.
45 or 49, the third length aft from the a half.
This was jiist 8 o’clock by my fitd as being those ol W. A. Greene, of Prov- row
¡deuce ; Charles Bracket, of New York ; H.
companion way, and very near it, on the watch, which I took out and looked at.
MEXICO—IMPORT ANT RUMOR. starboard side. I did not at the time ap
TUESDAY, JAN. 28.
As we left the wreck I picked up a C. Craig, of do ; and David Green, Agent oi
Mr. Blake called up the report of the
New Orleans,, Dec. 25.
prehend any thing serious, I slipped on piece of board which I used as a paddle or the Minot Shoe Co.
There is a rumor in the city that.the Tex- my coat and boots and went on deck, I rudder, with which to keep the bale “ end
on the subject of temperance,
Mr. Green of Providence, had a large a- committee
(
ians and Federalists, under Colonel Ross, put on my hat and took my coat on my
moved that it be so amended that the
mount of money about him in bills, it is and
j
to the sen.”
have taken Matamoras. The
Mexican arm. When I got on deck I discovered
At the time we left the boat there were said from $12,000 to $15,000. Five hun- iwhole matter be referred to a Joint Select
strength is said to have been 4000—that of the casing of the smoke pipe on fire, and but few persons remaining on board. I died dollars reward had been offered for the Committee,
which v as agreed to. The'
<
the invaders a thousand less—consisting ol I think a part of the promenade deck was saw one lady.—The ladies’ cabin was body of Mr. Craig, and the same amount report
1
was then accepted.
5000 Texians and about 1500 Mexicans of also on fire. There was a great rush of then all on fire. The reason why I no for that of W. A. Green.
Messrs. Eastman, Barrell and Smith
the Federal party. The loss of the garri passengers, and much confusion, so that I ticed the lady was, that her child had got
The person who found the boat slated to were
’
appointed this committee on the
son of Matamoras is represented as consid
,
of the Senate.
could not notice particularly.
The after over-board and was then about two rods Mr. Damon, (of Hamden’s Express) that part
erable.
The report of G.e committee on petition
part of the casing was burning, and the from her. We passed by the child so having dreamed on Monday night that he
The above intelligence we received seve
had
picked
up
two
bodies,
he
rose
early
and
,
of
William Johnson, of towns of Wells,
fire was making aft.
I thought at near that I could put my hand on it as it
ral days since in a New Orleans paper, but
1
and Sanford, and of Margaret
the time that the fire might be subdued. lay on its back.—The lady saw us ap made an examination all round Stone Brook Topsham
supposing it to be the revival of an old story
harbor,
but
finding
nothing
went
home
;
at
Welch,
relative
to surplus revenue, that
proaching
the
child,
and
cried
out
for
us
1 saw the fire below the promenade deck.
we did not copy it. To day ive have the
I did not notice whether there was any to save it. Wethen drifted away from the top of a hill he looked around, and in the (he several petitioners have leave to with
New Orleans Bee of the 3 1st Dec. which i fire below the main deck. I was aft at! *the
L „ L
boat, and in ten minutes more we bay below he discovered the boat, as before draw, was laid on the table.
contatnsa CONFIRMATION OF THE
the time, and could not, therefore, see j cou]d see no persons on board except slated. She was so firmly embedded in the
NEWS as follows :
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
I should J.LLh
think ice, that he drove a yoke of oxen to her, and
distinctly. I was never before on board i those on the forecastle.
SATURDAY, JAN. 25.
Texas. — By the arrival of the brig Sam the Lexington, and know nothing of the the child was a female from its dress. I after drawing her out, placed her upon a sled
uel Houston, from Matagorda, which she construction of her smoke pipe.
Report of the Joint Select Committer on
think it had on a bonnet. The child was and drove ashore.
The Journal of Commerce says—It is pre the petition of Win. Vance for divorce,
left on Saturday, we have received the Col
I saw nothing of the commander, but dead when we passed it. I don’t recol
orado Gazette of the 21st Dec. That pa . from what I could hear of the crew for- lect how the lady was dressed or what sumed that these gentlemen were in the boat granting leave to withdraw, was accepted
per confirms the news of the capture of ward, I supposed they were at work try- she said. I did not see any other child when it was loweied. It struck the waler, in concurrence.
Matamoras by the allied Texians and Fede ing to rig the fire-engine ; I saw no buck- with
Petitions presented and referred—of
the lady ; 1 could not notice particu bow first, and was capsized, and the pre
5
ralists. The action lasted three days, and | ets used, and think they were not made lars,
as it was at the lime pretty rough ; sumption is, that being strong they held on, Sam’I Holden et als. that a portion of the
|
many were killed on both sides, among use of ; I saw fire buckets on board, but I] had as much as I could do to manage and found themselves in the boat when she school fund may be apportioned for the aid
righted, but the boat full of water. Having of Primary Schools ; of Willis McKenny
whom were sixty Americans.
I can’t say how many ; I think the fire- my
,
bale of cotton ; we were sitting asno means of bailing out the waler, and et al., to be set off from Scarbbro’ to Saco ;
trfde
of
the
bale
with
our
feet
in
the
waengine was not got to work, as I saw noth- (
From the N. O. Bee of the 1st January.
doubtless chilled with cold and exposure, the town of Hollis for a toll on certain bridges ;
ing of it.
t ter ; I was wet up to my middle from the
unhappy men were only sustained with their of inhabitants of Buxton fin same ; ol Daniel
Tampico.—The schr. Geo. W. Wetter,
I shortly after went upon the promenade water
,
which at times washed over the
faces above the surface, and finally, when Page et al., for removal ol K'lim bec Dam;
Capt Delvaille, arrived last night from deck ; previously my attention had been bale
; we were in sight of the boat all the
j
their strength failed, their heads fell upon of Betsey Giimes for change of name.
Tampico, which place she left on the 20th directed to the passengers who were rush- time
till she went down, when we were
i
lhe cross seats, where they were found. Mr. ’
December. We*have learnt by verbal in ing into the quarter boats and when 1 about
Resolve in favor of Jona. M Smiley was
*a mile distant ; when we left the
,
formation, that 3000 government soldiers went on to the quarter deck the boats wreck it was cloudy, but about 9 o’clock Greene, of Providence, in the bow, and Mr. taken up, and after some discussion upon
were marching from the interior to Rio were both filled. They seemed to be st«- '■ ii cleared ; ff. an we had a tine night of Craig in the stern, the others in the centre. its merits, between Messrs. Severance, Lit
Tite place where lhe boat was found is tlefield of Wells, Curtis of Freeport and
Grande. The news of the captare of Mata pidly determined to destroy themselves, it till the moon went down ; I looked at
moras had not yet reached Tampico at the as well as the boats, which was their only my watch as often as every half hour the bead of a bay two miles from the sea, Main of Belgrade, the amendment to strike
above date. The schr. Doric is the only means of safety. I went to the starboard through the night ; the boat went down with only a very narrow inlet, and there can out $100 and insert $60, rejected. The
American vessel now in wailing for the con boat, which they were lowering away ; at 3 o’clock : it was so cold as to make it be but little doubt that the boat floated in to Resolve was then passed.
the position where it was found, within
ducta coming from the interior with specie,
Order from the Senate appointing a Joint
they lowered it until she took the water, necessary for me to exert myself to keep
tjventy four hours of lhe disaster.
which is expected to arrive on the 20th Jan
Select Committee to inquire if a reduction
and then I think I sajv some one cut the warm, which I did by whipping my hands
uary.
should be made in the salaries of officers who
forward taide fall ; it was at all events dis and
---- arms around my
, body. ; about 4 o Destructive Fire at Wilmington, N. C.
The U. S. sch. Erie was outside the
engaged, and no one could at that time clock the bale capsized with us ; a heavy | __{]y {he fnaj| of Saturday, says the Boston receive their pay from the State, Wsis pass
Tampico bar. All the officers and crew
ed in concurrence, and Messis. Tobin of
_ carS :d
.a the bale over
pai|v end
^«IveFtiser,
we received news of a dis

have unhooked the fall the boat was in sea came and
were in good health.
stantly filled with water, there being at wise ; my companion was at this time with tressing fire at Wilmington, N.C. on the 17th Hartford, Keith of Winslow, Johnson of
The G. W. W. has on board $150,935
this time some twenty persons in her ; the me ; we managed to get on the bale on January, by which a large part of that flour Gorham, Otis t»f St. George, Emerson of Or
92 cts. consigned to various houses in New
boat passed immediately astern, entirely its opposite side ; we at this time lost our ishing town, including some of its most valu land, Webber of Shapleigh, Nichols of Cher
able buildings, was destroyed. We copy the
Orleans.
clear. I then went to the other side ; the piece of board, and afterwards the bale following particulars from the Wilmington ry field, Hill of New Portland, Nickerson of
Orringlon,and Thomas of Lincolnville, were
other boat was cleared away and lowered was ungovernable and went as it liked ; Advertiser, extra, of Jan. 17.
UNITED STATES LEGISLATURE
in the same manner as the other, full of my companion had complained a good
With a heavy heart we sit down to the task joined.
Mr. Carey, from the committee on Fi
TWENTY-SIXTH CONGRESS...........FIRST SESSION. passengers.
This boat fell astern entire deal of the cold from our first setting out ; of making a brief record of one of the most
ly disengaged, as the other had done ; he did’nt seem to have that spirit about disastrous fires, whir which our devoted town nance, reported an order directing said com
(proceedings continued from first page.]
she fell away before she had entirely filled him that he ought to have had ; he was has ever been visited. At about 2 o’clock mittee to report a bill assessing a lax of $200IN SENATE.
continually fretting himself about things this morning the alarm sounded and proved 000. On his motion, Thursday next was as
with water
FRIDAY, JAN. 24.
to proceed from the Store occupied by John signed, for the consideration.of the order.
By this time the fire had got to going which he had no business to. He said his Dawson, at the North-East corner of the
A bill to establish a Board of Commis
Mr. Lake, by leave, introduced a bill to re
name
was
Cox,
and
that
his
wife
lived
in
Court-house. The Court-house itself was
sioners, to hear and examine the claims a- so that I pretty much made my mind up
this city, at 71 Cherry street.
He ap soon on fire, as were also the buildings ad peal an act establishing the County of Aroos
“
it
was
a
cased'
I
thought
the
best
gainst the United States, was taken up and
peared to have given up all hope of our joining Mr. Dawson’s. The flames progress took.
debated, and afterwards postponed and thing that could be done was to run the
Mr. Otis from the committee on Finance
being saved. On our first starting from ed thence, with terrific fury, in an easterly
boaf
ashore,
and
for
this
purpose
went
to
made the order of the day for Monday. Af
i
reported
a Resolve authorizing a loan in beand
northerly
direction
of
the
square
in
which
the
boat
I
gave
him
my
vest,
as
he
had
ter an executive session, the Senate adjourn the wheel house to look for Capt. Child,
on his chest only a flannel shirt. He had the fire originated, and in a few minutes half of the Slate. On his motion the Rules
expecting
to
find
him
there.
I
found
ed to Monday.
caught the buildings across Front Street, in a1 were suspended and the resolve was read
Capt. Child there. ! advised him to run on pantaloons, boots and cap. He said westerly direction. The progress of the fire
: twice and passed to be engrossed. Adj.
he
was
a
fireman
on
board
the
boat.
for the shore. The Captain replied that
was then in every direction from a common
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
Cox remained on the bale after it upset centre. South, however, nothing was burnt
I she was already headed for the land.
THURSDAY, JAN. 23.
MONDAY, JAN. 27.
The fire by this time began to come up about 2 or 2 1-2 hours, until it was about but the Court-house. In other directions in
Bill to repeal an act establishing the Coun
The House were in session about four
around the promenade deck and the day light. For the last half hour that he dicated, no barriers could be interposed until ty of Aroostook, was read twice and Wed
hours.
The Abolition question was the
remained, he had been speechless and lhe two squares immediately N. W. and N. E.
theme of debate. Mr. Hunt of New York, wheel house was completely filled with seemed to have lost all use of his hands, of the Court-house were entirely destroyed, nesday next assigned.
smoke.
There
were
two
or
three
per

begun and finished one speech and Mr. By
as he did not try to hold on. I rubbed with the exception of the Bank of Cape Fear,
TUESDAY, JAN. 28.
num begun another,—the House adjourning sons on the promenade deck near the him and beat his flesh, and used other and two small houses next north of it, on the
wheel house and their attention was turn
former square, and three brick buildings on
This morning was presented the Petition
in the midst of Mr. B’s. remarks.
ed to the lite boat
I was at this time wise every effort I could to keep his blood the N. W. angle of the latter.
The whole of J. T. Patterson, for remuneration fur loss
apprehensive that the promenade deck in circulation. It was still very rough, number of buildings destroyed is about 150, of a horse in the service of the State.
FRIDAY, JAN. 24.
The life boat was and I was obliged to exert myself to hold including the offices of the Advertiser and
Mr. Ingersoll of Pennsylvania, presented would fall through.
Resolve in favor of Samuel Bassett giv
a petition claiming his seat as member from cleared away. I assisted in stripping off’ on. The bale coming broadside to the Chronicle, the Custom house, and the Claren ing him four dollars per month during a year
don
and
Reston
’
s
Hotels.
the third Congressional District in that State. the tarpaulin, but I had no notion of going sea it gave a lurch and Cox slipped off
The Press, and a considerable portion of for injuries received in the State service.
The petition was referred to the committee in her, as I made my mind up that if they and I saw him no more. He went down lhe materials were saved from the Advertis Came from the Senate, and lhe House pass
got her down on the main deck they without a struggle. 1 then got more in
on elections.
er Office, and with them this slip is printed, ed it in concurrence.
Mr. Bynum occupied most of the day’s would serve her as they had done the to the middle of the bale, to make it ride after the delay consequent upon a hasty re
The act regulating the size of Potato#as
it
should,
and
in
that
way
continued
The steamer was then under
session in a speech on the abolition ques others.
Barrels, came from the Senate, having been,
moval
of
the
contents
of
a
printing
office.
I got my
tion, attempting to prove that the Whigs head way. They cleared her away and for at least an hour.
From the Chronicle Office, nothing was engrossed there, and was read three times..
are abolitionists. He appears to have dis I think launched her over her side. Be• feet on the bale and so remained until saved but the account books. A great deal
Mr. Chadbourne, of Eastport, moved its.
graced himself and the House, by his per fore I left the promenade deck I thought the sloop picked me up. The sea had of goods and furniture were gotten out of indefinite postponement.
it was time for me to leave ; however, asi by this time become quite smooth. On
sonalities.
Upon this motion a long debate ensued^
the houses and stores, although lhe loss of
ihe fire was bursting up through thei seeing the sloop 1 <taved my hat, to at- property of those kindsis immense. Many in which several members participated^
SATURDAY, JAN. 25.
deck, I then went «aft and down to thes tract the attention of those on board. 1
Mr. Otis, of St. George, moved an afuendrof lhe buildings on these two squares were
Mr. Bynum continued his speech, and main deck.
They were then at work was not frozen in any part.
ment that the Act should not prohibit
among
the
most
valuable
in
town,
and
on
The name of the sloop was the “ Mer
closed at 1 o’clock.
He was followed by with the hose, but whether by the aid of
persons from shipping potatoes in any kind
Mr. Wm. Cost Johnson, who had not com the engine or not I cannot say. I did not chant,” Captain Meeker of Southport. I these two was done, probably three-fourths
of casks or boxes they may think proper*
of
the
business
of
lhe
place.
We
have
heard
pleted his speech when the House ad know at the time that there was a force think Capt. M. and those on board the
which was adopted.
sloop are entitled to a great deal of cred no critical estimates of the aggregate loss,
journed.
pump onboard.
The Bill was laid on the table on motion
but
are
inclined
to
think
it
will
sum
up
to
it, as they did more on the occasion than
The smoke was so dense that I could
of
Mf. Severance.
nearly
five
hundred
thousand
dollars.
—
North Eastern Boundary.—The Nation
not see distinctly what they were about. any one else. It appears that they tried What portion is insured, is unascertained.
Petition of Levi Foss for military Pen
al Gazette of Tuesday, says in relation to
during the night to get out to the aid of
I think that the communication with the
Thus has Wilmington received another sion, and Gen Wm. Tafts for remuneration
th--------fho T ovinoH nn hut in comthis subject, “ that an express from the Gov
fore part of the boat was by that time cut those on board the Lexington, but in com blow to her prosperity that many years will for services io February and March last, sev
ernor General of Canada, with dispatches
ing
out
the
sloop
grounded
on
the
bar,
off. Up to this time, from the first hear
not serve to recover her from.—-She has erally referred. Mr. Otis, of St. Georg#
for the British Minister at Washington, ar
ing the alarm, perhaps twenty minutes and they were compelled to lighten her just gotten over the effects of similar visita moved to take up lhe potaloe barrel BiHi,
rived in this city last night in the very short
of part of her cargo before they could
time of five days from Toronto, U. C., and had elapsed. The engine had now been get her off. It was 11 o’clock when I tions of former years, and had taken op a and moved another amendment that the bar
proceeded to Washington in the rail road stopped about five minutes. I then rec was picked up. The sloop had previous load, in the construction of the Wilmington rels, boxes and casks should not contain les&
ommended to the few deck hands and
& Raleigh Rail Road that almost staggered than two bushels and one peck, adopted,
line, at 8 o’clock this morning.”
passengers who remained to throw the to reaching me spoken the light boat to her strength, when this last misfortune came, and then on motion of Mt. Morse, of Bath*
make enquiries relative to the direction
Pretty Good.— At a late Whig Jubilee cotton overboard. This was done, myself I of the fire. On going on board the sloop and nearly paralyzes her energies and the Bill was laid on the table again.
lending
my
aid.
I
told
the
passengers
hopes. Add to this the unpropitious state
Dinner in Detroit, Michigan, the followii g
We would call attention tn the vote of
that they must do something for them I had every possible attention paid to me of trade generally, and our lot seems most
sentiment was submitted —
—
they
took
me
into
the
cabtn,
and
then
the
House on Mr. Hammatt’s order for a
selves, and the best thing they could do
unhappy.— But we are neither dismayed nor
u Gen. Harrison—He tipped the canoe
was to take to the cotton.
There were cruised in search of others. They picked disheartened. We look to the future, IO select committee to examine the expenditures»
of tyranny and gave the Lion’s neck a
perhaps ten or a dozen bales thrown ov up two other living men, and the bodies redeem the present and the past, and’by of the Land ABent and the civil posse.
North, bend.
The living men were
erboard, which was pretty much all there of two others.
the favor of Heaven, will struggle with, re- order was at first adopted-, and after out door
party consultation, as reported, was recon
was on the larboard side which had not Capt. Manchester, pilot of the Lexington, doubled diligence.
A quarantine of 20 days has been establish
and the other Charles Smith, a hand on
sidered and referred to a standing committee
taken
fire.
I
then
cut
off
a
piece
of
line,
ed at Charleston, against all vessels from Bos
board.
The “ city” called Wheeling, in Branch co.. which is overburthened with business.
ton, in consequence of the prevalence of the perhaps four or five fathoms, and with it
Kennebec Journal.,
One
of
the
persons
was
picked
up
on
a
Mich.,
was recently sold for $1 to pay taxes. |
spanned
a
bale
of
cotton,
which
I
believe
small pox.
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paraded across the river, and near them two Aroostook road and the road from Houlton to Maine Temperance inion
At a Court of Probate holden at Alfred,
.He im Fort Fairfield at all seasons of the year, a
within andfor the County of Yorkj on the first
mediately started in pursuit, and when he road across the Presque Isle, near Fairbanks
Monday of January, in the year of our
The annual meeting of the Maine Temper
passed through the file of armed men, some on letter F, to some point on the Aroostook
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 1, 1840.
Lord eighteen hundred and forty, by the
of them fired on him, and slightly wounded road in No. 10 or No. 11, range 5, has been ance Union will be held at Augusta, on Tues
Hom WM. A. HAYES, Judge oj said
his horse. Their least criminal object, doubt deemed necessary, and has been according day the fourth day of February next, at 10 o’
WHIG NOMINATIONS.
Court :
less, was to kill the Sheriff’s horse, and pre ly opened on the most favorable location of clock in the forenoon. All Societies organi rf^hN the petition of Samuel Emerson, adminzed
in
the
State
for
lhe
promotion
of
the
Tem

vent pursuit and capture of lhe teams ; but which the face of the country would admit,
FOR PRESIDENT,
istrator of the estate of Richard Thompson,
they failed of that object, for that excellent and over a fine tract for settlement. All perance Reform, whatever may be their
of Kennebunk, in said county, deceased,
H. IS ARBISOM. and energetic officer, leaving the armed men these roads, exceeding one hundred miles in Pledge, are entitled to a representation at this late
representing that the personal estate of said
to be dealt with by his posse in the rear, pur length, have been opened under the direction meeting, and the delegates from all such So deceased is not sufficient to pay the just debts
OF OHIO.
sued alone the teams six or seven miles, ov and superintendence of Charles Jarvis, Esq. cieties will be members of the Union, as will which he owed at lhe lime of his death by the
ertook, captured and brought them back.
In these various operations, the posse has also all those who have signed the constitu sum of two hundred dollars, and praying
FOR VICE PRESIDENT.
Most of the armed men were arrested.
labored under many disadvantages. The de tion of the Union. The attention of the for a license to sell and convey so much of the
JOHN TYIÆR,
The posse was then directed to proceed to struction by fire of three or four thousand friends of Temperance generally is earnestly real estate of said deceased as may be neces
the
mouth of the Little Madawaska to inter dollars worth of provisions, intended to have invited to this meeting, and it is hoped there sary for the payment of said debts and inci
OF VIRGINIA.
cept the trespassers reported to be up that been left by the Militia lor our use, and on will be a full attendance.
dental charges : and also on his petition to
H. K. BAKER, RePg Secy.
stream. In pursuance of the-same object, J which we relied, created the necessity of get
have his first account of administration of the
January, 1840.
Report of the Land Agent,—1840.— ! had in going to Hooper’s, I crossed the por- ting supplies at great expense, before easy aveestate oi’said deceased allowed :
This is a document of 84 pages, a large por- \ tage at a bend in the river and went to the nuescould be opened The unexampled wet
ORDERED—That the petitioner give
PROBATE NOTICES.
lion of which are occupied with very minute H1ouse
Ja,nes Fitzherbert on letter D, ness of the season delayed the commencement
notice thereof to the heirs of said deceased,
accounts of the proceedings of parties of men,! lia'F »'■<■> si’. ",ile8 beluw ll‘e Litlle A!a,la- of the work, and retarded its progress through At a Court, of Probate held at Alfred, within and to all persons interested in said estate, by
.....
,
r
, i waska, where it was reported many el the
lhe months of June, July and part of August,
and for the County of York, on the first causing a copy of this order to be published
under the dnection of the Land Agent, u’b° . settlers on the Aroostook were assembled,
leaving but a short season for fts accomplish
Monday in January, in the year of our Lord in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in Ken
have been employed, during the last season, j I found no such assemblage there. I there ment. The men retained for the immediate
eighteen hundred and forty, by the Hon. nebunk, in said county, three weeks succes
in opening roads though certain {»onions of Ascertained that all the trespassers on the protection of the boom, timber and stores on
sively, that they may appear at a Probate
WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said Court :
«ko
• •
... ... ■ 'i Little
Madawaska
bad fled
the 1P..I.I;«
unite tLands.. Th,
1 he comgs
ofi- the u“ arm
,
.
...into, the . Province, the Aroostook, have not been idle; but when
EACE COOK, administratrix of the es Court to be holden at Saco, in said county,
,
„
,
....
. , i I returned to ©henn ©trickland and posse, at not employed on guani duty and in construc
tate of Hezekiah Cook, late of Waterbo- on the first Monday in March next, at ten
ed posse and t..e story «f the captivity of the i t|)e rnout[) of that stream, and made arrange- tion of defences and quarters, have cleared
of the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause,
rough,
in said county, yeoman, deceased, hav
Agent himself are related with much brevity.! merits to secure the timber and materials and cultivated the soil. Where stood last
if any they have, why the prayer of said pe
ing
[»resented
her
first
account
of
adminis

It is evident that the Agent is a gentleman left by the trespassers, and for the return of winter the primitive growth of ages, has been tration of the estate of said deceased for allow titions should not be granted.
Attest,—Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
possessing a remarkably pacific disposition,— [such of lhe posse as might be spared, not made to yield bountifully for support of man ance, and also her petition for an allowance
¡,a|>j»rehending any further resistance in that and beast.
A true copy — Attest.
he delights not to dwell upon the harrowing !¡quarter. After making these arrangements
Trespassing on the Aroostook and Fish riv out of the personal property ofsaid deceased :
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
ORDERED—That the said administratrix
details of a military expedition, full of incident i I returned to Fiizherbert’s, for the purpose ers is stopped, and it is believed, will not again
January 11.
give
notice
to
all
persons
interested,
by
caus

and of danger,—the tiresome march, the deed I of meeting Mr.. McLaughlin, who had for be attempted.
1 have made no attempts to prevent tres ing a copy of this order to be published At a Court of Probate holden at Alfred,
of reckless daring, the deadly onslaught. ; years been known, as holding under the
Provincial authorities, the office of Warden of passing on the disputed territory on the three weeks successively in lhe Kennebunk
within and for the County of York, on the
nor does ambition prompt him to ask an at the Disputed Territory, and between whom Grand, Green and Madawaska rivers, falling Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, in said coun first Monday of January, in the year of our
tentive ear while he recounts the tale of his and my predecessors an occasional inter into thè St. John’s from the north and east, ty, that they may appear at a Probate Court
Lord eighteen hundred and^ forty, by the
to be held at Saco, in said county, on the
Hon. VV5L A. HAYES, Judge of said
personal prowess, his judicious arrangements, course had been had. He was expected in because of the difficulty of access to that re first Monday of March next, at ten of the
Court :
his capture, journey, imprisonment, release, that vicinity on his return from the upper gion, and the impossibility of effectually doing cluck in the forenoon, and shew cause, if aN the petition of John Trefethren, admin
„„I.,
...
r
,
! waters of the St. John s. From him, I stip so as long as the State of Maine forbears to
ny
they
have,
why
the
same
should
not
be
end triumphant
return
;
—
but
he
prefers
a
less
,
T
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t
istrator of the estate of Tristram Little
'
’
H
posed, I could obtain information in relation exercise jurisdiction over that part of her
allowed.
exciting theme,—the description of a work of to trespassers, that might have been there, territory. It is believed the trespassers, driv
field, late of Kennebunk, m said county, de
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
ceased, representing that the personal estate
en from their depredations on other parts of
public improvement, the felling of the ‘mon committing depredations.
A true copy.—Attest,
A mob of trespassers from the Province, the dis|»uted territory, have directed their la
of said deceased is not sufficient to pay the
archs of the forest,’ the downfall of the under
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
just debts which he owed at the time of his
at midnight, took me with Messrs. Cushman bors to the Grand and Green rivers. Thzere
January
24.
growth, lhe well turned furrow,' —the more [Cl
death by the sum of one hundred dollars,
« I M Jl-FU
I I I V I « VJof
I I the
t I C7 1Jposse, and Messrs.
[ and
Bartlett
Web- appears, however, to have been an unusual
quiet, and withal less dangerous, operations ster and Pillsbury,
., who happened in our effort on the part of the Provincial authorities At a Court of Probate held at Alfred, with and praying for a license to sell and convey
in and for the County of York, on the. first so much of thé real estate of said deceased
of implements designed for subjugating the comPany> hurried us into the Province,, con to suppress trespassing there, with what suc
Monday in January, in the year of our Lord as may be necessary for the payment ofsaid
i' veyed us to Frederick ton, where this irrup- cess is not certainly known, but has been re
earth, rather than the destruction of man.! . .
.
eighteen hundred andforty, by the Hon. WM. ! debts and incidental charges ; and also on
i tion and outrage of a lawless mob, was sanc- ported and believed to have been effectual.
Ami yet it would seem that a public officer ¡Honed by the Provincial authorities, by
j the petition ofthe widow of said deceased,
A. HAYES, Judge of said Court :
The Report furnishes lhe following information in
should rather forego his personal preferences ! throwing over them the forms of legal, pro relation to the force now stationed on the disputed ter Fg^A.MSuN SMITH, administratrix of the for an allowance out of the personal estate of
estate ol Israel Smith, late of Waterbo- said deceased :
ritory, and the expenses of the posse
fitai) disappoint the reasonable expectations j cess'
! ORDERED—That the petitioner give no
of the people, »nd more especially so in a case I |The Agenl here devo,es a paragraph to Mr. Sheriff
At Fish River, Capt Rines, with a party of rotigh, in said county, yeoman, deceased,
having presented her second account of ad tice thereof to the heirs of said deceased and
n«.no ... ...i
.
Strickland, of whom he speaks in laudatory terms and
thirty
five
men,
stationed,
to
guard
the
forests
like the present, where vast sums ot money! ,
to all persons interested in said estate, by
.
.
, ,
,
' whom he exonerates, so far as his declaration will do it. in that quarter from depredations. They are ministration ofthe estate of said deceased for
allowance :
i causing a copy of this order to be publish
have been expended and a State impoverish- i froro ,he cll8rg¥s „fcowardice aw) wghge„cl. j
employed, when not exploring the woods in
ORDERED —That the said administratrix ed iu the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in
ed, without, apparently, the attainment of ad-1 These occurrences brought out the avowal strengthening and extending the boom in the
give notice to all persons interesiud. by Kennebunk in said county, three weeks sue-St.John
’
s,
to
secure
any
limber
that
may
be
vantages of any description as an equivalent, on the part of the Provincial authorities, of a
cattsing a co|»y ot this order to be published cessively, that they may appear at a Probale
The opening of passable roads fur lhe dia. clrnm of exclusive jurisdiclion of the whole attempted io be floated from above, and from three weeks successively, in the Kennebunk Court, to be holden at Saco, in said
.
.
disputed territory, and the intention to mam- the Fish river ; in making a house for quarters,
lance ol a bundled miles through different I tajn ¡t with a military force, and the memor- and defence against mobs of trespassers. 1 Gazette, |»rinted at Kennebunk in said conn- county, <»n the first Monday in March
ty, that they may a|»pear ata Probate Court ¡next, nt ten of the clock in the forenoon, and
have also directed Capt. Rines, to employ
sections of the public lands, will undoubtedly table response of Maine and the nation,
to be held at Saco, in said county, on shew cause, if any they have, why the
prove advantageous to the State. Such imThe proceedings against individual ires- spare hands in [»reparing some of the forest the first Monday of March next, at ten ; prdyer of said petitions should not be granted*
provements are not novel, however, in lhe | P^erj, was merged for a time, in the agita- for a crop, so necessary for the comfort and ofthe clock in the forenoon, and\shew cause,
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
, • ,
<•
es. .
i
I non of the general question of jurisdiction support of the men, should it be necessary to if any they have, why the same should not be
A true copj ,—Attest,
history of our State, nor have we any reason ! all(] occupancy.
keep them there lhe coming season.
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
allowed.
to suppose the work is more toilsome and fa-1 [By the Resolve of20th Feb last, a sufficient militaAt Fort Fairfield, Capi. Geo. W. Towle
January 11.
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
has
the
charge
of
about
lhe
same
number
of
tiguing on the routes last year opened, than ry force was required to be stationed on the Aroostook,
A true copy,—Attest,
At a Court of Probaie held at Alfred, within
Wm Cutter Allen, Register.
St. John’s iff
on those which have been opened in former ¡west of' the Boundary. line, and on the
.....................
, men, and are similarly employed, varying on
ly according to circumstances.
and for the County of York, on the first
January 24.
years. If the attention of the public can be di- Pra(’lica,de> »° prevent further depredations on the pubThe expenses of the posse in protecting lhe
Monday in January, in lhe. year of our
verted hum the precipitous and extravagant I
T’ P"*6™ ,ha ,imber’ &c" Public Lands from depredation, and in open
Lord eighteen hundred and forty, by the
dll a Court of Probate holden at Alfred, within
r
-,
c
which had been cut by the trespassers. Io carry into
Hon. WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge of
and for the County of York, on the
movements o out State Government, by | effeCt as requirements, a small party was sent to Fish ing the roads to sustain if, have been great,
said Court :
first Monday of January, in the year of
prolix and highly coloured accounts of the ! river, across which a Boom was constructed 9 miles a- the exact amount of which, cannot be now
ascertained. The report of Mr. Jarvis will
OHN POWERS, administrator de bonis
our Lord eighteen hundred and forty, by the
<lifficulties and dangers experienced in open-[ b°ve its confluence with the St. John’s, and the same show what portion of it has been expended
mm with the will annexed of the estate
Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said
iug these roads or extravagant calculations in ’ part-v subsequent|y moved down to the mouth oftheriv- in opening roads and building bridges. Capt.
of Elisha Allen, late of Sanlord, in said coun
Court:
regRHl to their utility, the party deserving on- I eTr and occuPied a Position °» the soulh bank of ‘he Sb Parrott estimates the cost of construction of
N the petition of Hannah Murphy, ad ty, esquire, deceased, having presented his se
, .
...
*.
.
°
¡John's. These expeditions required great labor and the boom across the Aroostook, at eight thous
ministratrix of the estate of Patrick cond account ot administration of the estate
pfubilUta Will commue to reel :ve the
‘ perseverance.
and five hundred and eig«uy eight dollars.
ofsaid
deceased for allowance :
Murphy,
late of Lyman, in said county, de

dence of the people. I he Report under eon-j The Trespass timber was in the woods and on the
I cannot ascertain how much is now due ceased, representing that the personal estat«
ORDERED—That the «aid administrator
sideration seems to have been framed es-1 banks of the Aroostook and Fish rivers and their trib- for wages of the men, and some other bills of said deceased is not sufficient to pay the give notice to all persons interested, by caus
pecially with the design Ig secure this object, utaries,scattered up and down on both sides—a distance outstanding. It is believed the whole expen just debts which he owed at the time of his ing a copy of this order to be published three
diture and liabilities, including the ex death by the sum of five hundred dollars, and weeks successively, in the Kennebunk Ga
h..
i .>
.i
æ - «
• i on the Aroostook of50 miles, and more than thatdist. Little
, Madaw'aska,
.. .
. was _expected, that the official communi-Ii ance on lhe
balmon and Beaver penditure for continuing the Aroostook road, [»raying for a license to sell and convey so zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county,
Cations of otu public officers would furnish a streams, it was decided, therefore, as the only prac- cannot exceed one hundred and thirty-five much of the real estate of said deceased as that they may a [»pear at a Prolate Court to
replyto the very reasonable enquiry—What ticable measure for the preservation of the timber, to thousand dollars. Nearly one hund'ed and maybe necessary for the payment of said be held at South-Berwick, in said county, on
lhe first Monday of February next, at ten of
advantages have accrued to us in consequence construe* boon»? across lhe Aroostook and Fish rivers, seventeen thousand dolittrs have been paid. debts and incidental charges :
Outstanding claims are estimated at sixteen
ORDERED—-That the petitioner give no the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause,
of the extraordinary measures and extraordin , below the timber. The boom on the Aroostook «vas or seventeen thousand dollars more, and not
tice thereof to the heirs of said deceased and to if any they have, why the same should not
ary expenditures of the past year. But lhe i considered of the most importance, and is protected by including some provisions received of the mi all persons interested in said estate, by causing be allowed.
two block houses, one al lhe end of the boom and the
desired information is not obtained by refer other near by on a commanding height. The trespas litia, and some other small items.
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
a copy of this order to be published in lhe
A true copty—Attest,
The Agent credits the State with " amount received Kennebunk Gazette printed in Kennebunk,
ence to these documents
the great ques sers and their abettors have regarded this with veWm. Cutter Allen, Register.
tion, the fundamental points,—the honor of ry hostile feelings, and have attempted its destruction in cash and securities for limber cut on the public lands in said county, three weeks successively, that
January 18.
by trespassers, $3,585 32.” The amount received in they may appear at a Probate Court to be
the State, the inviolability of our territory, I by loadil,g the current with trees, and “ by a mob of
cash, it appears, is $60 ! !—The
securities” which holden at. Saco, in said county, on the first
Commissioners’ Notice.
the equitable adjustment of the controversy,— lawless trespassers from the neighboring Province, by make up lhe balance will not probably be immediatehj Monday in March next, at ten of the clock in
night, armed from the public arsenal.” An indictment
HE subscribers appointed by the Judge
the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they
are hurried over, wjth a “ perhaps” some benrealized.
has also been procured in the County of Aroostook aof Probate for lhe county of York,
have, why the prayer of said petition should
ficial results have been attained or some oth- . gent Messrs. Jarvis and Parrott, charging them with
We shall endeavor to find room in future numbers for
Commissioners to receive and examine all
not be granted.
furiber
extracts
iron»
this
document.
er expressions equally explicit and satisfacto- ! erecting a nuisance on the river, by the construction ol
the claims to the estate of
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
A true copy, Attest,
ry, while long dissertations are given touch-j the boom. The agent thinks that there are now not
WILLIAM MOULTON,
HYMENEAL.
Wm. Cutter Yllen, Register.
late of Sanford, in said county, deceased, rep
ing (he progress and importance of, and num- lftss than ¡0.000 tons of trespass timber on and near
January 24.
resented insolven’t, hereby give notice, that
berless benefits that will arise from, certain !the ba,lks ,he Aroostook and its tributaries, and
MARR 1 ED —In Hollis, 20th ult. Mr. Major
roads through the public lands, Booms, &c. !lhal if ,his
had not been erected more than half Watkins of Limington, to Miss Caroline McAr At a Court of Probate held at Alfred, with six months from the 6th day of January, in
thur of Gorharn.
. . .
rm- 1
I
.
.
! oi it would now have been in a foreign inrisdiction
in and for the County of York, on the first stant, are allowed said creditors to bring in
and the value of Timber that has been and i uHe regards the boom as,of great
r
, .
,
In Wells, Dec. 29th, Mr. Adoniram J. Eaton,
public utility and reMonday of January, in lhe year of our and prove their claims, and that they will at
is to be saved.
We cannot learn that any . commends legislation to regulate,protect and preserve to Miss Abigail Storer,
Lord eighteen hundred and forty, by the tend to the service assigned them, at the
Jan. 12th, Mr. Eleazer C. Littlefield, to Miss
thing has beengained, nor is any explanation it ]
Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said dwelling house of John Powers, in said San
Sarah E. Hatch
ford, on the last Mondays of February, April
Court :
On the arrival of the Militia in the territovouchsafed in regard to the paucity of infor
In Effingham. N. H. Mr. Jeremiah B. Cole of
and June next, from one to four o’clock in
EN
RY
PAUL,
guardian
of
JSficholas
Waterborough,
Me.,
to
MissTheodate
Brown
of
An
atr
Y
’
t
*
ie
P
os
se
was
reduced
to
a
force
barely
mation in reference to this point,
Weeks, a minor and child of Nicholas the afternoon of each of said days.
sufficient to construct the boom, and for the E.
JOHN SKEELE. > Commistempt is made to amuse but not to enlighten
Weeks, late of Kittery, in said county, yeo
party of men at the Fish River, the comman
JOHN POWERS.^ sioners.
the people. They must wait patiently, sat ding officer of the Militia refusing to permit _____________ OBITU A RY.
man, deceased, having presented his first
Sanford, Jan. 8, 1840.
account of guardianship of his said ward lor
isfied to know that foreign troops have been his troops to march to that Post.
DIED—‘In Hollis, Miss Elizabeth, daughter allowance :
On recall of the Militia, under the Resolve
marched, and are fortifying themselves, upon
of Mr Charles Clark, aged 16 years.
ORDERED—That the said guardian give
of
the
23d
of
March,
1839,
and
the
temporary
our territory—that we have a State Debt exIn New-York, 23d ult Mrs. Hannah Perkins, notice to all persons interested, by causing a "OY virtue of a license from the Probate
arrangement of Gen. Scott and Sir. John formerly of Saco, aged 71 years.
O Court for the county of York, 1 shall
seeding a million and a half of dollars, and a Harvey, the posse was necessarily increased,
In Berwick, 6th ult. Mr. Jonathan Knox, aged copy of this order to be published three sell, at Public Auction, on the premises, on
prospect for a good round State tax for the cur as it was left to carry into effect the Resolve 82 years. He was a soldier in the war of the weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga
Wednesday, the twenty sixth day of Febru
rent year and for years to come. So much for of the 24th January, and other Resolves on Revolution, and was in 31 battles and skirmishes, zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county, ary next, at eleven o’clock in the forenoon,
that they may appear at a Probate Court to be
the
same
subject.
It
has
been
employed
in
including
the
battles
of
Bunker
Hill
and
Sarato

the policy and machinery of the self-styled
the
behl at South-Berwick, in said county, on the
finishing and guarding the booms, looking af ga.
.Democracy !
In Somersworth, N. H. very suddenly, Mr. first Monday of February next, at ten ofthe
ter the timber, building better defences and
quarters, clearing away trees and combusti Nathaniel Holmes, of Sanbornton, N. H. aged clock in the, forenoon, and shew cause, if any so called, situated in the village of Kenne
Mr. McIntire commences his Report by stating that bles from the position, and preparing for and 50 years.
they have, why the same should not be bunk, with the Land,stables and other build
In Saco, 25th ult. Mr. John Boothby, aged 87 allowed.
-Immediately on receiving bis appointment he was cal- opening the roads contemplated by the Legisings connected therewith.—Terms madeyears.
—
Mrs
Caroline,
wife
of
Mr.
Freeman
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
1ed on to discharge the special duties of the office, re- i latere, by their Resolves of the 8th and 19th
known at the time and place of sale.
Scamman, aged 31 years.
A true copy—Attest,
^tiired by the Resolve of the Legislature of the 24th oi j of March, and found necessary to sustain the
In Gilmanton, 14th ult. Miss Emily Swain,
HANNAH STONE, Adm’x?
W
m
.
C
utter
A
llen
,
Register.
January last. After a brief allusion to the slate of af posse ; and as incident to these objects, to daughter of Mr. Stephen Swain, jr. aged 21 yrs.
Kennebunk, January 24, 1840.
January
18.
fairs at the time on the disputed territory and two or prepare the ground for cultivation and a crop,
for their more comfortable and economical
4hree quotations from the Resolve, he sa\s ;—
At a Court of Probate held at Alfred, with Siennebunk Social library.
SHIP NEWS.
support.
in and for the County of York, on the first f|^HE annual meeting of the proprietors
Preferring to use the ordinary civil authorThe Resolve of the 19th of ■»«•'cn
March provided
Monday in January, in the year oj our Lord »
ilv as far as practicable, 1 engaged Hastings
provmeG KENNEBUNK, FEBRUARY 1,1840.
of the •• Kennebunk Social Library'’’ will
S,.ickl
Sheriff
„fl
°r Ol’B?"’g.S.'°'"
°.m Houlton
tloull°" ,01he
n’ ■ | , a.„L, v,
c, -a ef ,he
C n
u
..i fiuropening
a road1 fr
from
to the A
A-’
eighteen hundred andJorly, by the Hon. WM. be held at the Counting Room of the Clerk
iStnckland, Esq., Sheriff of the County of..
' .
rPi.
ARRIVED.
d
i
.
.
1
ii
.
4
J
j
roostook.
this
road
was
necessary
to
susA. HAYES, Judge of said Court :
and Librarian, on Monday, the third day of
Penobscot,
to collect
armed posse, and . •
« J .
28th—sch. Nile, Ward, Boston.
,
. an
.
A
. ,
\ii tain the posse there, andj as Massachusetts
OSEPH WATERHOUSE, guardian of February next, at three o’clock in the after
MEMORANDA.
proceed with them to the Aroostook, at the j
’
u
»•
» .
i
t
i
.
..
iii
declined co operat on no a ternative was left
Charles H. Littlefield, a minor ami child noon. for the choice of Officers and the trans
Ar. at New-Orleans, 14th ult. ship Lucy,
Masardts, the only point then easily accessib e. L
T
i
,. . ,
. „ ,
n , . i’
i *
i
t •
.i
to the Land Agent but to open it at the ex- Murphy, hence ; 15th, Regulus, Thompson, Bos
of Elisha Littlefield, late of Kennebunk, in
Descendmg the Aroostook on the ice, to the!
r.i q? ,
•
i
action of such other business as may be
,.r.t
u
. ■ i that
.t * the
.l 'pense
mouth of
the Beaver,
Ii ascertained
mi ofD the State of Maine
Q. ralone,
, ton.—Towed down to S. W. Bar previous to said county, yeoman, deceased, having pre deemed necessary.
i
i
i
r
.
.
.
.
i
t
I
he
Resolve
of
the
8th
of
March
provide«
12th,
ship
Edmund-Perkins,
and
barque
Laurens.
seined
his
second
account
of
guardianship
of
trespassers had left that stream, and underA
.
j 1
,
r
DANIEL REMICH, Clerk.
At Havana, 4th ult. brigs Lima, Rochambeau,
. .
,i..,.
t i
i
•
i
i lor continuing
road, north
Kennebut»k, January 22, 1840.
standing that much a arm and misapprehen<
. ■ .the Aroostook
a. r » >
. • of. and Caledonia, ft. or ch. ; Perseverance, Burn his said ward for allowance :
,.-7i,,.
.
r.t
•
■
•)
,
the
Aroostook
to
the
St.
John
’
s
and
authorized
ORDERED
—
That
the
said
guardian
sion of the object of the expedition prevai ed
._ ■ i
i
. A
.
.
. .
,
.
i
< 1
i i and required the Land Agent to open it with ham, Cardenas, soon.
give notice to all persons interested, by caus
among the inhabitants on the Aroostook, I■
a
rn 1 i
...
...
7..
..c,i
.
mu
»
or
without
the co-operation of Massachusetts,
ing a copy of this order to be published three jFrame and boards Wanted.
went
in advance of the posse to Mr. Hooper s ti/Fne®«»!..,i r »
.mi
Brig Swiss Boy (of Kennebunk) from New
„
r
.i
1
r Massachusetts declined co-operation. The
WISH to receive j»ropf>sals to furnish and
L H„«’ u. X.^ „'.for ,
,1 H1’?a
■•O’"1 was '■"•«led so as to s,rike the St. John’s York for New Orleans, was picked up at sea 28th weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga
raise near this village, a good and suffi
exp ammg to them our object, that H>ey at ,he mouth ofthe Fish River, crossing the ult. Abaco bearing N. E. distant 18 miles, aban zette, [»rinted at Kennebunk, in said county,
cient Barn Frame, forty feet long, and thirty
nnght not be induced to jom the trespassers thoroughfare between Long and Ea«le lakes. doned. She had been run into on the night of that they may ajtpear at a Probate Court
eight feet wide : to stand on. sills, the posts
VI «'?•
r °"r ¡rr.e|>lS’ ™9 loca'ion was ’"loP'ed because it would the 27lh, by ship Wm. Engs, from New York, to be held at Saco, in said county, on to be sixteen feet long ; large doors at the
who took off the crew and landed them at Ha lhe first Monday of March next, at ten
Tims far I discovered no hostile indications _oe., _„o„
,
.
•
i
.
.>
n
■
..
pass
ovei
better
settling
land,
could
be
more
on lhe river, but the next n.onmg alter my *agi)
ner( ll¥ ,aciIJg
,|iES a|
i|s n„e vana. The bows of the S. B. above the water’s ofthe clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, ends ; to be well timbered and sleepered for
arrival al Hooper’s, Sher ff Strn kland p.^-' &OII/th|. lakes and thoroughfares, but more es- edge, was stove in, and her topmasts carried if any they have, why the same should not the floors and scaffolds.— Plan hereafter.
I shall also want ten or twelve thousand
tng down the river m a sleigh wnh a single
ia„ because it would afford greater faeili- away. The mate and four of the crew of ship be allowed.
square-edged, sound hemlock Boards and
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
attendant, found near Peter Bull’s, a mile a-, £ for /ustaining lhe part on |he»Fish Rivel, Junior, from Boston, arr. at New Orleans 12th,
were put on board the S. B, with orders to take
A true copy—Attest,
Plank.
ABIAL KELLY, Jun.
hove Hooper a, fifteen or sixteen armed men, j To ,acjlilale tb; commute«ion between the her
into Nassau, N. P.
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Kennebunk, Jan. 13, 1840.
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IMPORTANT!

SALT RHEUM.

BRANDRETH’S PILLS,

!

A REMARKABLE CURE OE

RHEUMATISM !

ETABLE and’ TT
LOW SPIRITS.—Low spirits is a | >
‘ VEGETABLE
Universal
’
’ Medicine
- |rg^ HE subscriber having, as he has reason
BY THE USE OF
to believe, discovered a certain cure for)
provied by the
__ experience of thousands to |
certain state of the mind accompanied
MY CHILDHOOD’S PRAYER.
RHEUMATIC LINI
by indigestion, wherein the greatest evils are be, when properly persevered with, a certain the Salt Rheum ; and which may also be DR. JEBB’S
BY E. NELSON.
apprehended upon the slightest grounds, and ; cure in every form of the Only One Disease, considered as a remedy for various other
MENT.
all having the same origin, and invariably arise
My childhood’s prayer I my childhood s prayer ! the worst consequences imagined. Ancient from the UNIVERSAL ROOT of all disease, humors, or cutaneous diseases, would inform
medical writers supposed this disease to be namely, IM PURITY or IMPERFECT circula the public, that he has applied for and re’Tis ringing ever in mine ear,
Copy of a Letter ! !
With memories of sweet days that were
confined to those particular regions of the ab- , tion of the
mu unvw
I ceTved the United States Letters Patent, Charlestown, (Mass.) June 23, 1827.
BLOOD.
When earth was new and hope was dear ;
dorrien, technically called hypochondria,!
period of little more than three years in from
proper
In a the
pul IMV.
1.1 A.vu.wauthority at- the
- Jcity
-- . of
When not a cloud, or sigh or tear,
United______
Stales,,_______
thev have
which he de- To the Proprietor of Dr. Jebb's Liniment.
which are situated on the right or left side of .the
________
- restored to a state of Washington,
------ o
, xs.for said remedy,
i
z.
.1
----jn .1
Seemed traced within my horoscope ;
Dear Sir—I deem it a duty I owe ter
that cavity, whence comes the name hypo- i health and enjoyment over ONE HUNDRED nominates a Compound for the cure of the
Nor bitter pang, nor burning fear —
aui
jt Rheum
Skin., suffering humanity, to acquaint you, and*
chondriasis.
I! THOUSAND persons, who were given over as g
Salt
lujciim and
auu vhuv
other. Diseases of the
..... .......
Skin.,
But all things wTiispered hope, sweet hope !
SYMPTOMS.—-The
The common corporeal incurable by
by, physicians of the
the^ first rank and j
jHe
1C is
|B ilvvoIC
lIjair some may doubt, wheth------ ¡through you the public, (should you tbirtk
aware that
Alas ! there hath been sin and care
’
L-.. every other ji er thgpg ¡s any cure for ffiis disease. He has
symptoms are, flatulency in the stomach or ’ standing,
andIJ in many7 cases --when
unexpected and surprising cure
Between me and my childhood’s prayer.
¡often doubted it himself.
Many things, performed on myself by the use of the a-'
bowels, acrid eructations, costiveness, spas remedy had been resorted to in vam
j
In
all
cases
of
Ham
or
.Wetness,
whs.
her
it
de
emed
impossible,
are
now
My childhood’s prayer! Oh, notone flower
modic pains, giddiness, dimness of sight, pal- 'I be chronic or recent, whether it be ueatness oi accorn
hove most excellent Medicine.
I have
r
But ’minds me of its purity ;
pitations, and often an utter inability ol fixing ;; pain
in the
side,
whether
it arise cause,
from constilotionafor
from
some
immediate
whether ! ^Sak Rheum, he knows by sad experience, I b;eenJar n!oreiT8"' and someThe lowliest daisy in the bower
the attention upon any subject of importance ♦ ¡ « 1 nr fH/xrvi o m n Í . n rr» a J Í n t A 091180. whfctllAF !
j times most severely, afflicted with the Rheu
Brings back that gentle prayer to me,
or engaging in anything that demands vigor it be from internal or external injury, it will be is a disorder not easily conquered.
He was
With all the joys of infancy :—
matism
; have been frequently rendered per
cured
by
persevering
in
the
use
of
these
Pills.
’
himself
dreadfully
afflicted
with
it,
moie
i
or
courage.
Also
languidness
—
the
mind
be

I never look upon a star,
fectly
helpless,
and in consequence confined
This
great
principle
of
“
PURGING
”
in
than
twenty
years,
and
at
times
for
months
I
comes
irritable,
thoughtful,
desponding,
mel

But that its radiance seems to be
| my bed, when it has required two per
ancholy, and dejected, accompanied with a sickness is beginning to be appreciated. It is together, was unable to labor, and some- to
A beacon from the days afar—
total derangement of the nervous system.— found much more convenient to take an occa- times even to walk, or dress himself. He <sons to move me, being in such extreme
A memory of joys that were
All fleeting—but my childhood's prayer.
The mental feelings and peculiar train ql sional dose o f halfa dozen Pills, and be always : app|jej to many physicians, and tried vari- pain ; I have several times been under the
than to send for a Doctor and be bled > oug
oS prescribed by them and others, but 1
ideas that haunt the imagination and over well,
care of the most eminent physicians, but
blistered, and salivated —with the certainty that :
My childhood’s prayer !—each infant tone
whelm the judgment, exhibit an infinite di if you are not killed, you will be sure to have \, found little relief.
procured only temporary relief.
I one day
Was lisped beside my mother s knee ;
versity. The wisest and best of men are as months of miserable weakness, and tne
the only
only one
one I tn the spring of 1833, being very sick with Inoticed the advertisement of Dr. Jebb’s Lin
Alas 1 my heart hath harder grown,
Look
at
the
tLe
disease,
he
had
well
nigh
given
up
ail
'
open
to
this
affliction
as
the
weakest.
who is benefitted is your Doctor.
I
Beneath a chilling destiny ;
iment, with the testimonials accompanying
1
‘ TREATMENT.—The principal objects of difference between the appearance of - those
two , hope of recovery. At that time, he received i
Yet never from my memory
i and was induced to try a bottle, which I
treatment are to remove indigestion and persons—one has been treated by your regular I from a friend a list of articles, chiefly indi- it,
Shall fade the beautiful, the true ;
Sweet guardian of mine infancy,
strengthen the body, and to enliven the spir practitioner—see how pale and debilitated he genous to our own fields and forests, and |used without much sensible benefit. I con
(
This heart still fondly clin<rs to you ;
its, which may be promoted by exercise, ear is, see how the shadow of death throws his ' admitted to be good for the complaint, which cluded,
however, to persevere, and boughi
Each snowy thread, ’mid thy dark hair,
.
ly hours, regular meals, and pleasant con solitary glance from his emaciated countenance, ! articles he immediately caused to be procur- another
bottle, and was greatly relieved,
see
how
he
trembles
in
every
limb
Iris
eyes
i
Reminds me of rny childhood’s prayer.
ed. With these things and others, which he '
versation. The bowels (if costive) being care
sunk ; his teeth destroyed —his constitutiori, | had before found in some degree beneficial, and by the use of hall the third bottle, was
fully regulated by the occasional use of a perhaps, irrevocably gone—yet, just hear how j
There have been hours of deep distress,
wholly cured, and have never since had a
he formed a compound, and applied it to his
mild aperient.
We know nothing better the Doctor arrogates to himself credit.
There have been years of grief and care,
He j
return of the pain, which I had not been Iree’
diseased
and
distressed
frame.
In
three
i
calculated to obtain this end than Dr. Wm. says, “ most inveterate case of Liver com
There hath been utter wretchedness —
a month ata time for thirty years, and
!
A darkness that could think no prayer ;
Evans’ Aperient Pills—being mild and cer plaint”—“ nothing but the most energetic reme weeks, he can say with truth and pleasure ; from
Yet, in the darkest days that were,
tain in their operation.
The bowels being dies saved him.”
Energetic measures! i. e. and he ought to do it with much gratitude, it is now more than three years since 1 wasA gentle voice from bygone years
,
I would most earnestly advise eve
once cleansed, his inestimable Camomile Mercury and Bleeding, ruined his constitution, that he was comparatively well; and shortly cured.
Thrilled to the brink of black despair,
Pills, (which are tonic, anodyne and anti better sky.—So to save life you must half poison after was restored to perfect health, so far ry person suffering under this paiulul com
And gave the sinner words and tears
spasmodic,) are an infallible remedy and with that comforter of the teeth and gums— j as regards Salt Rheum ; and continues so to plaint, not to despair of a cure so long as
Yes, 1 have wept, and pleaded there,
MERCURY-*and positively make a man mis this day :—a period office years.
they can obtain
Dr. Jebb's Liniment.
My childhood’s prayer ! my childhood’s pray- without dispute have proved a great blessing erable the sad remainder of his existence; this is
Hundreds of persons, afflicted by this
to
the
numerous
public.
er !
Y
ou
are
at
liberty
to
make any use of this*
called
curing.
Shocking
folly
!
grievous malady, have made use of this
The CAMOMILE PREPARATION of
Let us now look al your “purged” man—the medicine ; and, as far as he can learn, it has you wiay think advisable.
Dr.
Wm.
Evans
is
undeniably
entitled
to
this
FARMSjTIMBER LOTS, STOCK, &c.
man who has taken Brandreth’s Pills for Liver
Most respectfully, vours,
enviable distinction, for whilst no medical au Complaint—he has the. firm, elastic tread of rarely failed to give satisfaction. In some
-FOR SALE.CALEB SYMMES.
thority in existence condemns it, every medi conscious strength, his countenance is clear cases its good effects have been truly won
HE subscriber offers for sale, on reason
To the foregoing testimony, many other
cal practitioner that is acquainted with it and serene, his eye is full and sparkling with derful.
able terms, the following parcels of
He will not state, as too many do, that his unquestionable proofs might be added, in>
freely acknowledges its pre-eminent virtues, the feeling of new life and animation; he has
Real Estate, &c. <fec.
and that the latter should do so in opposition been confined a few days to his bed, but he us Compound is a cure for all diseases ; but he favour oftbe superior Liniment of Dr. Jebbv
The Homestead Farm of the late Elisha
ed nothing but the true Brandreth Pills, and has reason to believe that it is not only a
Littlefield, whereon she now resides, contain to their personal interests, must be attributed soon rose without any injury being sustained cure for Salt Rheum, but good for all hu Nothing but a fair trial, which the proprie
ing about 160 acres of good land, consisting either to their candor and love of truth, or to by hjs constitution. Instead ofbeing months in mors, such as Ring Worm, Scald Head, tor confidently solicits, can give an adequate
of tillage, pasture and wood land —well pro their unwillingness to fly in the face of all ob a weak state he will be stronger, after he has Shingles, Leprosy, &c. &c. It has also idea of its unrivalled efficacy, in mitigating^
entirely recovered the attack *. because his
portioned. There is a well finished two story servation, and the testimony of thousands.
Dr. WM. EVANS does not pretend that blood arid fluids have become pnjified, and hav been used for the Piles, with the best effects. and thoroughly mastering, the excruciating1
dwelling-house, 2 Barns and other out-build
No person need fear any evil from it, disease, to which it has been successfully ap
ings on the same, and, also, a good orchard, his Camomile Tonic Pills will cure all dis ing purged away the old and impure fluids, the however old, or young, or feeble; for it is
plied in a multitude of cases.
The opera
eases.
He frankly and conscientiously ad solids are thereby renovated, and he is not borne
and two wells of water conveniently located.
mits that they will not. He lays no claim to down by useless particles, but has renewed his simple, and may be applied with safety.
tion oftbe Liniment is often immediate; and
—ALSO —
The following certificates and recommen it has frequently cured rheumatic affections
and body both.
A portion of the well known farm, former the discovery of the “Philosopher’s Stone,” lifeThe
principle of purging with Brandreth’s dations show how effectual this remedy is
of years standing, \nfour and twenty hours.
ly occupied by the late Reuben Littlefield, and wishes nobody to believe that he sells Pills, removes nothing but the useless and de when properly applied, viz :
containing about 78 acres. There is a dwel the “ Elixir of Life,” but he does say, ahd he cayed particles from the body,—the morbid and From the Rev. Josiah T. Hawes, of Edge. It is also recommended with confidence, as
ling-house on the same. A considerable por does believe, and he can prove, that in debil corrupt humors of the blood ; those humors
one of the best applications known for
comb, Me.
ity and impaired constitutions; in Nervous
tion of this is wood and timber land.
which cause disease—they impede the func
stiffness of the joints, numbness, sprains^
To
all
whom
it
may
concern.
diseases
of
all
kinds
;
in
weakness
of
the
di

—also—
tions of the liver when they settle upon that
This certifies that my wife, after having: and chilblains.
A valuable Timber lot, containing 25 acres, gestive organs, in incipient consumptions, organ, and which, when they settle upon the
Price 50 cents, with directions.
whether of the lungs or the liver; in the muscles, produce rheumatism ; or, upon the been afflicted with the Salt Rheum, at times,>
situated in Lyman.
dreadful debility occasioned by the use of nerves, produce gout ; or, upon the lungs, pro especially in the winter season, for more
—also—
One eighth part of, or three days in, Smith’s purgatives ; in palsy, rheumatism, (more^es- duce consumption ; or, upon the intestines, cos than twelve years, applied about one year ago
peciaily) in the sicknesses incident to moth tiveness ; or, upon the lining of the blood ves to Mr. William B. Trufant of Bath, for a cer
Saw-Mill, (so called) in Lyman.
OH INDIGESTION.
ers, and to females of relaxed nerves ; in ev sels, apoplexy and paralysis, and all the train tain ointment and medicine which he had, ad
—ALSO —
ery case of delirium tremens, or that disease of disorders so melancholy to the oufferer and vertised as a cure for this dreadful disease. ill HIS prevalent disorder, as it exhibits
1 lot of Salt-Marsh, situated in Wells.
She obtained it, and used it for several weeks „1
which is brought on by intemperance ; in all who behold them.
itself in its customary symptoms of
—also—
Yes, purging these humors from the body is
1 pew in the Baptist Meeting-house, (at the wretched horrors of mind and body which the true cure for all these complaints, and eve agreeably to the prescription of Mr. Trufant, want of appetite, distressing flatulenciesf
accrtre from occasionai inebriety ; loss of ap ry other form of disease ; this is no mere asser when to her great joy she found herself to heart-burn, pain in the stomach, sick head
Alewife, so called) in Kennebunk.
She has had
petite, langour, melancholy, pains in the tion, it is a demonstrable truth, and each day it appearance perfectly cured.
—also —
ache, nausea, vomiting and costiveness,
The Stock on said farm, —Oxen, Cows, head, limbs or side, in corrupt, sallow, and is extending itself; far and wide it is becoming some small symptoms of the disease once is now found to yield to the tried efficacy of
since,
but
a
brief
application
of
the
ointment,
uncomely
complexions,
caused
by
the
bad
known, and more and more appreciated.
Sheep, &c.
Also, the Farming utensils,
The cure by purging may more depend up &c. has removed them.—There can be but DR. RELFE’S VEGETABLE SPE
state of the fluids—in all these cases, and in
which are in good order.
on
the laws which produce sweetness or purity little doubt, 1 think, that a more thorough
CIFIC,
Persons wishing to purchase are invited to others mentioned in the bills of directions
given with his medicines, HE DOES SAY, than may be generally imagined. Whatever application, at first, would have effected a
AND
examine the farms, wood lots, &c.
tends
to
stagnate
will
produce
sickness,
because
ANTLBIL1OUS PILLS.
Only a small portion of the purchase mon that the CAMOMILE TONIC PILLS, in it tendsto putrefaction ; therefore the necessity radical cure. That she ha£ received great
benefit from the use of this medicine, 1 have
ey will be required on the delivery of the terchanged occasionally with his APERIENT of constant exercise is seen.
These two preparations combined, con
never doubted for a moment ; though, at the
Deeds.—A liberal credit will be given for FAMILY7 PILLS, (thè best known) which
When constant exercise cannot be used time she commenced using it, 1 was skepti stitute an efficacious remedy for the Dys
are
sold
with
them,
will
effect
immediate
re

much the largest parr, if satisfactorily secur
FROM ANY CAUSE, the occasional use of
lief ; and if used but for a fair period of trial Opening Medicine is ABSOLUTELY required. cal.—Though I will yield to no one in my pepsia, even after it has acquired the most
ed.
ABIGAIL W. SMITH.
a perfect cure. This much is placed beyond Thus the conduits of the Blood, the fountain hatred to quackery, I do most cordially rec obstinate character, and resisted every ef
Kennebunk, Jan, 18, 1840.
a doubt by daily testimonies which would of life, are kept free from those impurities ommend “ Mr. Trufant’s Patent medicine for fort of professional skill. When both med
” WOOD?”
be given on oath ; and for this much Dr. W. which would prevent its steady current minis the Salt Rheum” to all who are afflicted with icines are administered in connection accord
LL who intend hauling Wood, in pay EVANS can conscientiously request confi tering health. Thus, morbid humors are pre- this dreadful malady, believing that if it ing to plain and particular Directions ac
ventexl from becoming mixed with it. It is na should not in all cases effect a permanent companying the Vegetable Specific, they
ment for papers, are requested to do it dence.
Other and more conclusive demonstrations ture which is thus assisted through the means cure, it would at least greatly mitigate this thoroughly cleanse the alimentary canal of
immediately, or Cash will be required.
dreadful disease, and therefore prove to be
of the efficacy of Dr. Evans’ Camomile and outlets which she has provided for herself.
JAMES K. REMICH.
Dr. Brandreth’s Offices in New York
that viscid mucus which is the proximate
J. T. HAWES.
Preparations and Aperient Medicines, are are 241 BROADWAY, 185 Hudson st. and 276 a public benefit.
Gazette Office,
?
cause of the disorder, and as a tonic and
N.
Edgecomb,
April
15,
1838.
submitted
by
the
following
important
and
ex

Kennebunk, Jan. 10,1839. $
Bowery, betioeen Prince and Houston sts.
stimulant, they restore the healthy action and
traordinary cures effected by their highly
This
medicine
can
be
obtained
of
the
fol

Philadelphia, 8 North Eight Street.
energy of the stomach, and strengthen the
medicinal qualities—all of which may be
lowing agents:—
Baltimore, 80 South Charles Street.
seen at Dr. Wm. Evans’ iMedical office, No.
Boston, 19 Hanover Street.
debilitated system. The proprietor can also
Kennebunk,
Daniel
Remich
;
Kennebunk

R. MURCH has removed from the Mou- 100, Chatham st. One or two of these he
Albany, Corner of Green and Hudson Sts.
confidently recommend the Vegetable Spe
port,
Andrew
Luques
;
Saco,
S.
L.
Goodale
;
satn House, and taken the house lately herewith respectfully gives to a discrimina
Pittsburg, Pa. 154 Wood street.
Geo. M. Freeman ; Yrork Cor., Samuel A. cifics one of the best remedies known for
occupied by Capt. Daniel Nason, jr. Aon ting public.
Cincinnati, 119 Main street.
Douglass; Portsmouth,N. IL, Brackett Hutch the Sick Heddache.
Louisville, Ky. 99 Fourth street.
cademy street, and second door east of the
Dr. W. EVANS—Sir : Be pleased to receive the
ings ; South-Berwick, Charles Trafton ; Do
St. Louis, Mis. 56 1-2 Market street.
Price 50 cents each article, with direc
Congregational Meeting-House, where he thanks of one who has been a great sufferer for sev
ver, N. H., Asa A. Tufts ; North-Berwick,
New Orleans, 3 Old Levee.
may be found at all times ready to wait on eral years, for the great benefit §he has received from
tions.
the virtues of your inestimable Camomile Pilis. She
Jeremiah Lord ; Sanford Cor., Tripp &
Charleston, 70 Meeting street.
all who may need his services.
has suffered with pain and distress in the head, a tight
Montreal, 63 Notre Dame.
Shaw ; Sanford, Springvale, Hobbs & Co
Kennebunk, Dec.28, 1839.
ness across the stomach, shortness nfbreath, and palpi
07= BRITISH ANTICEPTIC^
UHoic to be secure from Counterfeit Pills nant ; Alfred, Benjamin F. Chadbourne ;
tation of the heart ; exercise would almost overcome purporting to be Brandreth's Pills.
DTOEMTimCE,
Waterborough,
James
Leavitt
;
Hollis,
Jona

P.1FTFCVE&U NOTICE. her ; but since using your Camomile Tonic Pills, her Never purchase without being positively sure than Rumery ; Gorham, McArthur & Smith ; For cleansing,
whitening, and preserving
LL persons indebted to the subscriber for complaints are removed—she is able to exercise with that the person selling has an Engraved cer
the Teeth and Gums.
fatigue and she is happy to say can now enjoy
Portland, A. Carter ; Wells, Joseph Wilson
Papers or Advertising, of more than out
tificate of Agency, and O’observe it has been
life comfortably again.
E
BRITISH
ANTICEPTIC
one year standing, are requested to settle 1 the
renewed ; no Certificate being any guarantee) and Aaron Maxwell ; Westbrook, Warren
Mrs. C. THORNTON, 84, Third St. N.Y.
DENTIFRICE, which the present
Newark, July 18, 1836 —Dear Sir—For 4 years I after 12 months from date that Pills sold by thej &'King;—and by his agents generally
same prior to the first of February next.—
throughout the State.
proprietor wishes most particularly to rec
Those whose accounts remain unsettled after‘ have been so unwell that 1 was unable to attend to holder are genuine.
Sub-Agents in York County will be supplied
that time, will find them in the hands of anI my business, and for the last 4 or 5 months was confin
ommend to the attention of the public, is.
ed to my room ; my complaints were rheumatism, pain by Mr. John O. Langley, my only Travelling
NOTICE.
Attorney, without further notice.
perfectly exempt from all those acids which
in my stomach, indigestion and lossof appetite, with Agent in Maine—or by ordering from
HE
subscribers
having
contracted
with
my
All persons indebted by Note, are also re continual pain and dizziness in my head ; I used differin general form the basis of tooth powders in
Principal New England Office,
the
town
of
Kennebunk-port
to
sup

■
entkindsof
medicine
without
effect,
until
I
commenced
quested to attend to their payment immediate
common use, and which, although they may
19 Hanover St., 19—BOSTON.
port the poor of said town for one year from
taking your invaluable Camomile and Aperient Pills;
ly, as thev would save cost.
SOLD ONLY IN KENNEBUNK BY the 13th of .April, 1839, hereby give notice whiten the teeth for a short time, must in
their
beneficial
effectsupon
me
astonish
all
who
knew
JAMES K. REMICH.
my situation. In a few days 1 shall be at your office JOHN OSBORN & Co. ;
that they have made suitable provision for evitably destroy the Enamel by their dele
Gazette Office, Kennebunk, ?
to express my gratitude to you in person. In the
In Kennebunk-port, by S. H. Gould ;
their support, and are ready to fulfil their terious action on this beautiful covering off
December 27, 1839.
$
mean time I subscribe myself your obedient servant,
Saco and Biddeford, McIntire & Beck, contract in every particular.—All persons are
B. S. JARVIS, 13 Centre st.
the teeth.—The consequence is that the Eand Seleucus Adams ;
therefore forbid harboring or trusting any of
Dr. Wm. Evans.
namel which is the shield provided by na
cffee e
Lyman,
William
Huntress;
said Paupers on our account, or on account of
He therefore need only add that his
Alfred, B. F.Chadbourne;
UST received, by the subscribers, a quan CAMOMILE TONIC PILLS, together with
the town of Kennebunk-port, as we will not ture to protect the spongy and nervous in
Sanford, Eliot Tibbets ; Caleb S. Emery ; pay any bills of their contracting, of any name ternal structure, is rapidly corroded by thesetity of Goshen Cheese, of good quality. his
excellent
FAMILY
APERIENT
WM. LORD & Co.
Lebanon, Libbey & Wood ;
or nature whatever.—- We deem it proper to acid ingredients, becomes more discoloured’
PILLS, can be obtained, wholesale or retail
South Berwick, Parks & Wilson ;
Kennebunk, Jan. 4, 1840.
give notice that we have contracted with than ever, and exposes the inner portion off
at No. 100, Chatham st. New York, and of
Berwick, J. S.T. Cushing ;
Dr. Mitchell to render all necessary medical the tooth to caries and a rapid and certains
his authorised agents in town and country.
NOTICE.
North Berwick, Sheldon Hobbs ;
services to the poor for the year above nam decay. By the use of the British Anticep(LT’The above invaluable medicines can
LL persons who have unsettled^accounts be obtained, at the following places, from the
Wells, Joseph Wilson ;
ed.
JOHN HUTCH INS, 3d.
tic Dentif rice, in the morning, as occasion?
with the subscribers, are requested to AGENTS.
Wells, Ogunquit, Barak Maxwell, John H.
FRANCIS BOSTON.
may require, with a brush moderately bard,
call and have them adjusted.
Spear ;
Kennebunk-port, May 16,1839.
Henry Cushman, Portland, Me. ;
and cold water, the accumulation of 'Tartar
WILLIAM LORD & Co.
York—Cape Neddick, George M. Freewill not only be prevented, but the teeth
S. L. Goodale, Saco ;
Kennebunk, January 4, 1840.
man ;
York, Alexander Dennett;
HE subscriber having contracted with rendered beautifully
and permanently;
D. Remich, Kennebunk ;
York Corner, Samuel Douglass ;
the town of Kennebunk, to support white, and the gums restored to that free
07= 1FOJKTH IF OF NO TI CE.
Thos. Chase, Jr. North Yarmouth ;
Buxton, C. M. Merrill, P. M. ;
the poor of said town for one year, hereby
* S. Bailey, P. M. Freeport ;
dom from soreness which are the sure tests,
Buxton Corner, Nathan Elden;
gives notice, that he has made suitable pro of their healthy state, and the*best guarantee
J. Griffin, Brunswick ;
HITWELL’S ORIGINAL OPODEL
Limerick, John Sanborn ;
vision for them, and hereby forbids all per
S. Gardner, Bowdoinham ;
DOC may now he obtained at
of that natural fragrance of the breath
Newfield—Dam’s Mills, Caleb R. Ayer, sons harboring or trusting any of the Paupers
Wm. Palmer, P. M. Gardiner ;
TWENTY-FIVE cents a bottle, which is as
• which can never be expected in connection
P.
M.
;
West
do.
J.
&
S.
C.
Adams;
of
said
town
on
his
account
or
on
account
of
R. G. Lincoln, Hallowell ;
low a rate as the most worthless imitations,
Parsonsfield, Asa Dolton ; North do., Milo the town, as he will pay no bill for their with foul teeth, and scorbutic, unhealthy
Alex’r. Hatch, Augusta ;
thousands of which are in existence. The
gums. (Price 50 cts. a box with direc
J. Goss ; F. & E. H. Newbegin ;
support.
ALEX. G. FURNALD.
Thos. Faye, P. M. Vassalboro’;
original has the certificate of that great and
Cornish, John McLellan ;
J. A. Fuller, Thomaston ;
tions.)
learned physician, the lamented Dr. S. L.
1MMTS & OIE.
Limington, James McArthur;
R. B. Caldwell, East Thomaston ;
Mitchell, late Professor of the New York
*^.*Prepared from the Original MS. Re
HpHE subscriber has on hand a general asWaterborough, James Leavett;
Joshua Dillingham, Camden;
College of Physicians,—as you wish for cure,
JL
sortmen t of PAINTS, OIL & COL cipe of the late Dr. W. T. Conway, by T.
Hollis,
Eben
Sawyer
;
Thos.
Hodgman,
Warren
;
purchase no other. It is a certain remedy
ORS, recently purchased in Boston for Cash, KIDDER, his Immediate Successor and
Buxton, T. Bolles ;
J. D. Currier, Waldoboro’;
in Sprains, Cramps, Numbness, Chapped
which he will sell at a small profit for the the Sole Proprietor, which with the other
Shapleigh, M. Goodwin ;
Wm. G. Rollin, New-Castle ;
Hands, Chilblains, Ring-worms, Rheumatism,
same pay, or approved credit.
Acton, Wm. Evans.
J. C. Kimball, Bluehill ;
11 Conway Medicines,” is for sale at hisStiff Joints, Sfc. fyc.
B. BRANDRETH, M. D.
JAMES HUBBARD.
Ambrose H. Abbott, P. M. S. China ;
N. B. Any sold for less than the above
Counting Room, No. 99, next door to J.
241 Broadway, N. Y.
Kennebunk, March 27, 1839.
J. Crockett, Norway ;
is made for sale only, and not for use.
Kidder’s Drug Store, corner of Court
May, 1839.
J. K. Miller, Oldtown ;
and Hanover Streets, near Concert Hall,.
Caleb Crafts, Minot ;
HOMAS’Farmer’s Almanac, calculated
sg| GROSS Partridge’s Leather PreservaMtOJUNTIC SNCFIf
Cross, Chandler & Co. New Gloucester ; JIL tive, this day received—for sale by the
tor the State of Maine, for 1840 ;—by Boston, for sale also by his special appoint
OR Head-ache, Catarrh,
Dizziness,
ment by
Freeman, Shaw & Co. N. China ;
the
1000, 100, dozen or single copy.
dozen or single cannister by
weakness of sight, &c. &c., strongly
H. N. Palmer, Belfast.
The
Cultivator
’
s
Almanac,
and
Cabinet
SAMUEL JORDAN, Kennebunk.
D. REMICH.
recommended by the venerable and respected
of Agricultural Knowledge, for 1840.
Principal office, 100 Chatham st.,
SAMUEL
POPE, Kennebunk-port.
Dr. Waterhouse, late Professor at Cambridge.
For sale by
D. REMICH.
New-York.
LACK SAND,—by the peck or smaller
CHRIS’R LITTLEFIELD, WelkThe above can only be had in Kennebunk
Kennebunk, Oct. 19, 1839.
quantity,—for sale by D REMICH.
April 20,1839.
by
S. L. OSBORN.
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